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Abstract
In Canada, it is estimated that approximately 35,000 people are homeless, with another estimated
50,000 people being at risk of homelessness (Webb & Gazso, 2017). Indigenous populations are
vastly overrepresented in their experience of homelessness, being ten times more likely to
become homeless than non-Indigenous people in Canada (McCallum & Isaak, 2011). Indigenous
homelessness is defined as a separation and disconnect from one's indigeneity, where one cannot
culturally, emotionally or physically reconnect with their identity or the relationships and
practices which would support that (Thistle, 2017). This paper analyses the role of the church,
religion, and spirituality as it relates to homelessness both historically and presently for
Indigenous people. Specifically it attempts to understand more deeply how varying ideologies
and theologies around spirituality impact Indigenous people experiencing homelessness today in
Winnipeg Manitoba, by understanding the perspectives of service providers in these areas.

Key Words: Indigenous, Homelessness, Winnipeg, Christianity, Non profit
organizations, Spirituality, Culture
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Chapter 1
Terminology and Positionality
I believe it is important to distinguish some of the terminology as well as my position
within the research before I begin. Throughout the research the terms Indigenous and Aboriginal
are most frequently used. Although used interchangeably, it is important to note the differences
and origins between the two definitions.
“Aboriginal” is a legal definition that has predominantly replaced the term “Native” and
broadly encompasses First Nations, Métis, and Inuit people groups. According to Bennett (2016)
“First Nations refers to the ethnicity of First Nations peoples, the singular “First Nation” can also
refer to a band, a reserved-based community, or a larger tribal grouping and the status Indians
who live in them” (p.. 40). First Nations is the preferred term over “Indian” which was
frequently used in the Indian Act, and acknowledges those with or without Indian status
(Bennett, 2016). First Nations are distinct from Métis people who come from European and
Indian ancestry, and from Inuit people who derive from far northern Canada (Bennett, 2016).
These groups each have unique traditions, cultures, languages, belief systems and teachings.
Recently, the term “Indigenous” has been preferred over “Aboriginal”. Whereas “Aboriginal”
often “identifies people solely by their political-legal relationship to the state”, “Indigenous” is a
term that has been recognized internationally and which points to the sovereignty of Indigenous
people and their rights, as well as the implications that this has for government systems (Bennett,
2016, p.. 40). Although I use the term “Indigenous” in the writing of this thesis, the term
“Aboriginal” is expressed in earlier academic articles cited and from some participants. The two
terms then are somewhat synonymous and used interchangeably for the purposes of this study.
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I also want to preface by acknowledging my position within the research. I am a white
Settler, born and raised on Treaty 1 territory, and the traditional lands of the Anishinaabe,
Nehiyawak, Dakota, Nakota, and Red River Métis peoples, currently occupied by the province of
Manitoba and the state of Canada. My research interests are inspired by my own work within a
faith based non-profit organization (FBNPO) working with Indigenous populations at risk of, or
experiencing homelessness. My education as a social worker seeking to obtain my specialization
in Indigenous practice has also informed my research and the role I play therein. These later life
experiences in my academic and professional career are juxtaposed with my early Mennonite
Christian upbringing and my socialization into a Western culture which privileges this rearing
and colonial perspective. Through my research I hope to create space for and privilege that
which historically Settlers have sought to erase; the knowledges and rights of Indigenous people.
Therefore, much of my research is comprised of literature from Indigenous authors, or authors
from other diverse and minority groups. It is my hope that this respect for and relationship with
Indigenous peoples is evidenced throughout the research.
*****
On any given night, it is estimated that in Winnipeg, Manitoba there can be anywhere
between 3,000 and 15,000 people who are homeless (Downtown Winnipeg Biz, n.d.). Although
that number is quite broad, it is accounting for the myriad of ways that one can define
homelessness. It is important to note that these estimates are conservative, and that they increase
greatly when we look at who is at risk of homelessness. According to the Homeless Hub in 2012,
there were in Winnipeg “about 135,000 people at risk of becoming homeless, 7600 `hidden'
homeless, 1,915 short-term or crisis sheltered people and 350 living on the streets”
(Homelessness in Winnipeg section, para. 1). Although these definitions will be further explored
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later in the paper, it is important to recognize that Indigenous people are greatly overrepresented
in these figures, making up over 80% of the homeless population in Winnipeg despite them
constituting just under 10% of the overall population (Distasio, Sareen, & Isaak, 2014). This of
course is connected to and at the same time contributes to the overrepresentation that is seen of
Indigenous populations in other institutions and systems of society, such as hospitals and jails,
and within child and family services. It is further understood that these numbers are also
influenced by historical and intergenerational traumas such as colonization, residential schools,
and the Indian Act, among others.
Purpose and Rationale
Despite the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People (UNDRIP),
and calls to action made by the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada (TRC),
Indigenous sovereignty is still not being honored or acknowledged. There are many Christian
faith-based non-profit organizations (FBNPO) designed to help alleviate the struggles of those
experiencing homelessness. However, unfortunately in my experience, many FBNPO seem
restricted in their ability to offer culturally and spiritually relevant programming to Indigenous
people. This is because the organizations that are faith based seem to consider it inappropriate for
Christian organizations to facilitate and encourage practices that fall outside of the Western
Christian norm, or are otherwise focused on Christian spiritual practices and have not created
space for other traditions.
Although it will be described in greater detail in subsequent chapters, it is important to
note Jesse Thistle’s (2017) work on Indigenous homelessness in Canada. Thistle (2017) believes
that Indigenous homelessness in Canada is a direct result of the disconnection people have to
their indigeneity, which has been robbed of them through various assimilation tactics. He
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believes that in order to address and eradicate homelessness, people need opportunities for
reconnection to the people, places, and traditional, cultural, and spiritual practices of Indigenous
nations. It seems then that offering culturally relevant and appropriate programming for
Indigenous people within FBNPO would bring these organizations closer to eradicating the very
issue they are working so tirelessly to solve. Similarly, it would follow that FBNPO that hope to
alleviate homelessness while holding firm stances against spiritual practices outside of this norm,
are effectively denying Indigenous people opportunities to exit homelessness. The same could be
true for other non-profit organizations (NPO) which do not have a religious or cultural affiliation
and place greater emphasis on more tangible and ‘practical’ forms of support, while not attuning
to the role that spirituality might play in the overall goal to end homelessness. Although there are
a number of Indigenous lead and run organizations doing great work with this population, the
largest organizations in the downtown core area doing this work are run primarily by FBNPO.
In my personal and professional life I have been surrounded and socialized in Christian
doctrine. In these circles I have seen and heard of policies around smudging and traditional
drumming being challenged and contested. I have been in conversations where reconciliation is
seen as something to be feared rather than actively supported. Where the term reconciliation
itself is castrated and changed from a capital “R” reconciliation to one that is lowercase. This
was done to indicate a more general use of the term rather than one that insinuates direct action
and responsibility for Indigenous people as outlined by the TRC, as if such a distinction could or
ever should be made. Where Indigenous ways and epistemes are considered to be ineffective and
the current marginalization of Indigenous peoples shown as evidence of this. Where individuals
seeking addiction treatment are mandated to cut their hair, with no regard for the traditional or
personal significance this might carry for them. Where dreamcatchers are seen as taboo and
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individuals are flabbergasted by the idea of Christian and Indigenous faith symbols and artwork
sharing space without great moral conflict. I held an interview for a position within my
department where the applicant expressed being a Christian missionary in the past and was
questioned on his understanding of Indigenous faith practices, to which they replied “well, I
know it’s witchcraft”. Needless to say, the position was offered to another candidate.
These are but a few examples of how Christian religious affiliation and privilege blinds
service providers and the general Christian community from seeing the ways in which their
practices and beliefs are restrictive and may be harmful, and how other perspectives that are
culturally relevant might better aid the population being served. These conversations have
inspired the current research as I consider the role of Christianity within the Indigenous homeless
population.
This research seeks to explore the role of the church, religion, and spirituality as it relates
to homelessness both historically and presently. Specifically it attempts to understand more
deeply how varying ideologies and theologies around spirituality impact Indigenous people
experiencing homelessness today in Winnipeg Manitoba by understanding the perspectives of
service providers in these areas. The research understands spirituality to be relevant in addressing
homelessness and seeks to discover how local NPO, whether faith affiliated or not, deliver these
types of services and how that might impact the community which they are serving.
Additionally, the research hopes to inform best practices for NPO working with this community.
The overarching research question is: “How can NPO serving Indigenous Peoples experiencing
homelessness assist in providing meaningful spiritual care programming/opportunities for their
community?” The main objectives are to explore the ways in which NPO respond in their
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delivery of spiritual services to the community and how this impacts Indigenous people utilizing
their services.
The research is designed to deliver outcomes for those who access NPO that serve the
Indigenous community experiencing homelessness in the city of Winnipeg. Additionally, this
study could extend to and have implications for other NPO that work with Indigenous people by
encouraging community informed practices. Furthermore, this research can support the already
existing literature surrounding NPO responsibilities to provide culturally appropriate services for
Indigenous people.
Relevance to Social Work
The research is particularly relevant for social work, a profession that first emerged
within organizations providing charity (Baines, 2017). Many social workers have also entered
the field inspired by their own religious affiliations. Historically, the interventions deployed by
social workers did not target the root needs of those they were serving. Services were subsistent,
maintaining social control while doing nothing to transform the structures and systems
responsible for the oppression experienced by their clients (Baines, 2017). Given social works
white colonial roots, some scholars are skeptical of the professions effectiveness if their
Eurocentric perspective and education is left unchecked and unchallenged (Carlson, 2016).
These challenges are even further heightened as social workers engage in practice with people
from other diverse backgrounds. For social workers continuing to work within charitable
organizations, and in a profession committed to social justice with diverse population groups, it
is crucial that our practices and workplaces be critically analyzed, challenged, and transformed
or we risk perpetuating the harms of the past.
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Organization of the Thesis
The thesis consists of five chapters. In this chapter we have explored the purpose and
rationale for the research, outlining the research question, the broad implications of the research,
as well as its relevance to social work.
Chapter two focuses on the literature related to Christianity, intersecting privileges,
Christian privilege, Indigenous homelessness in Canada, and culturally relevant programming.
Christianity and its relationship to Indigenous people and the colonization of their land is
explored, as are other historical events and the current religious climate in Canada. Both
Christian privileges and other intersecting privileges are discussed to provide further context and
depth of understanding to the marginalization of Indigenous people in Canada. Later, definitions
of homelessness in Canada are explained, where Thistle’s (2017) work is highlighted as an anticolonial way to understand Indigenous homelessness which situates spirituality as an important
pathway to healing. Finally, culturally relevant programming strategies which have been
analyzed are brought forth to showcase the ways in which Indigenous spirituality and cultural
practices help support healing and how organizations have best facilitated this.
Chapter three outlines the methodological approaches utilized to conduct the research.
The research method utilized is ‘community engaged research’, which shares similar values to
the anti-colonial, critical race, feminist, and anti-oppressive thoughts which build the research
framework. In this chapter, the methods used to facilitate the study are explained, showcasing the
ways in which participants were recruited, how data was gathered, organized, and analyzed, and
the plan to mobilize the findings. Chapter three ends by identifying the ethical issues and risks of
the study, notably my employment at a local FBNPO and my white settler identity.
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Chapter four is separated into five categories of findings. The first set of findings looks at
the faith beliefs of the FBNPO and how this impacts service delivery. The next two categories
focus on the role of spirituality in ending homelessness and whether Indigenous spirituality and
Christianity are compatible. The fourth category looks at the actual policies and barriers which
encourage or limit service providers in their ability to provide culturally relevant programming.
Finally, the fifth category focuses on the responsibility of FBNPO to provide alternative spiritual
care within their programming and offers solutions on what this may look like.
The final chapter discusses the findings of the study as well as its limitations. Although
the study cannot be generalizable to all NPO, the implications for the organizations studied are
discussed. Given some of the limitations of the study, recommendations for future research are
provided. Furthermore, five recommendations were offered for the organizations that
participated, which are to guide service providers in their delivery of spiritual care to Indigenous
populations experiencing homelessness.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
For the purpose of this study, the research of interest surrounds topics concerning
Christian religious privilege and its function both historically and presently, Indigenous
homelessness in Canada, and culturally relevant and appropriate programming in social service
settings.
Christianity
The colonization of Turtle Island, both past and present, is inextricably tied to Christian
ideologies. The Inter Caetera given by Pope Alexander VI in 1493 declared that people of
Christian religion and faiths had a God ordained right to occupy land and a duty to reform those
living therein to adhere to the standards and expectations of the faith (Deloria, 2003; KennedyKish et al., 2017). These sentiments are given spiritual authority through the holy word of the
Bible where in Genesis God creates the earth, and all living creatures and people and decrees to
them: “Be fruitful and increase in number, fill the earth and subdue it. Rule over the fish of the
sea and the birds of the air and over every living creature that moves on the ground” (Genesis
1:28, New International Version). Later, God instructs Moses to bring His people into the
promised land, a land already home to “Canaanites, Hittites, Amorites, Perizzites, Hivites and
Jebusites” (Exodus 3:8, New International Version). Land ownership then has clear “biblical
roots... that leads to the potential for colonial attitudes taking over” (Mckay, & Kampen, 7:03,
episode 88). Furthermore, in the New Testament Jesus gives the Great Commission to his
disciples before returning to Heaven, saying:
All authority in heaven and on earth has been given to me. Therefore go and make
disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of
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the Holy spirit, and teaching them to obey everything I have commanded you. (Matthew
28:18-20, New International Version).
This commission may have inspired what has been seen in “almost every generation of
Christians... a militant missionary force seeking to convert non-Christian peoples” (Deloria,
2003, p. 106). In effect, “this propensity to expand the religion’s influence meant in realistic
terms an expansion of control by the church structure over non-Christain peoples” (Deloria,
2003, p. 106).
When Europeans came to Turtle Island they discovered that they were not the first to
occupy the land. In fact many diverse Indigenous nations already resided there and had their own
unique and respective systems and ways of being, knowing, and seeing the world (Lowman &
Barker, 2015). Indigenous people worked closely in relationship with the land in harmony and
with respect for it. They had their own ways of exercising spirituality; their own ceremonies,
practices, and God, known as Creator (Deloria, 2003). These ideologies and ways of being were
of course foreign to the European Christian Settlers. As King (2013) writes:
Armed with the divine imperative to subdue the earth, they were, no doubt, annoyed that
the virgin lands they had imagined, the empty wildernesses they had been promised, were
occupied, and, gazing through the lens that seventeenth-century Christianity provided,
most were only able to see the basic dichotomy that framed their world, a world that was
either light or dark, good or evil, civilized or savage. (p. 23)
However, Settler dominance of this new world could be justified through their religion which
called them to progress nations forward and save lost souls. Christians then were granted
“permission to harm”, which was a “culturally available” and “normative justification” used to
perpetuate violence based on their relationship with God and their place in what was seen as the
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natural and divine order (Fraser & Seymour, 2017, p. 60). The idea of therapeutic suffering, that
God “might hurt you as a way of demonstrating his love” was found in all groups of the
Christian faith in the seventeenth century (King, 2013, p. 23). Settlers then were free to continue
colonizing, as Indigenous people were seen to be underdeveloped and immoral people who
would benefit from the control of those more ‘civilized’.
Efforts between Settler and Indigenous people to live peacefully and share the land were
no doubt made on each side at some times (King, 2013). Trade and Treaties were made in order
to mutually benefit from resources and share the land between groups. However as Settlers
warred to make a home for themselves, the rules of these contracts began to collapse. Treaties
made were often misleading or untruthful and resulted in many Indigenous people being
displaced and removed from their own places of home. This further marginalized Indigenous
people onto reserves which created economic hardship. Battles and fights between the two
groups can be found beginning in the early seventeenth century and continuing on since then
(King, 2013).
The integration of Settlers caused much devastation to those already inhabiting Turtle
Island. A great many died due to Settlers bringing in infections and diseases which Indigenous
people were not immune (Lowman & Barker, 2015). This had extreme consequences to
communities that otherwise were healthy and thriving prior to contact. For example, the HuronWendat nation were agricultural people, living off the land. As French missionaries settled there
in 1634, the Huron people were exposed to an onslaught of epidemics which reduced their
population size by half (Lawrence, 2011). This disrupted their ability to maintain their traditional
livelihoods and consequently they became much more reliant on French trade for survival
(Lawrence, 2011). The French Jesuits took advantage of the Huron’s dependence, selling their
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goods only to those who converted to Christianity (Lawrence, 2011). As Christianity increased in
the community, the French Jesuits gained enough control to forbid the spiritual practices of the
Huron people (Lawrence, 2011). The story of the Huron-Wendat people continues, and despite
the early and continued hardships endured, they have been able to resist and maintain a
peoplehood still committed to their teachings.
Throughout these centuries there are numerous examples of Indigenous resistance and
agency being fought for with varying degrees of success. The 1876 Battle of Little Bighorn, and
of course the 1869-1885 Red River Resistance and North West Rebellion are prominent
examples of this. When Hudson's Bay Company sold Rupert's Land- a “3.9 million square
kilometres that had York Factory at its centre, took in all of Hudson Bay, and ran out to include
all of Manitoba and large parts of Saskatchewan, Alberta, Quebec, and Ontario, along with small
pieces of Minnesota, Montana, and North and South Dakota”- to Canada in 1869, they did not
actually own or control the land (King, 2013, p. 17). The resistance of the Métis people was led
by Louis Riel and helped to create a Manitoba provisional government that demanded the
democratic rights of their people, and a year later the Manitoba Act made the territory a province
(Hill, 2009). In 1870 a group of men tried to overthrow the government, but to no avail. In the
years thereafter, attempts to dismantle and colonize the land continued, culminating in the NorthWest Rebellion in 1885. The rebellion lasted four months, “against thousands of government
troops which, unlike in 1870, were now transported quickly and en masse on the new Canadian
Pacific railway” (Hill, 2009, p. 48). In the end though, the Métis people were conquered, the
leaders either taken for imprisonment or killed (Hill, 2009). In the turn of the century, armed
forces and battles between settlers and Indigenous people became less and less with the rise of
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the Indian Act which gave the federal government “complete control over the economic, social,
and political affairs of Native communities” (Hill, 2009, p. 48).
Beyond dominating the land, Christians were also called to assimilate those around them
to the faith. The most prominent way this was executed was through the government funded
Indian Residential Schools, run by Christian nuns and teachers from Catholic, Anglican, and
United Churches (Kennedy-Kish et al., 2017). Indigenous groups were not initially opposed to
the schools. Various leaders in these communities recognized that the education their children
received would help them to maintain relevance with the ever changing landscape of Turtle
Island (Fournier & Crey, 2011). Chief Paulus Claus of the Bay of Quinte Mohawks believed that
the schools were the “only hope to prevent our race from perishing and to enable us to stand on
the same ground as the white man” (Fournier & Crey, 2011, p. 175). The level of genuine
agreement is hard to discern here. Given the increasing pressures for Indigenous people to
assimilate, and their continued marginalization on their native land mystifies their position.
Continued colonization, dispossession, and disease created increased reliance on and adoption of
Western ways. To say that to receive this education is a people’s only hope, suggests that there
was fear involved in the decision making. Indeed, “Aboriginal leaders...could see their destiny as
a subjugated people if they did not adjust” (Fournier & Crey, 2011, p. 175). There is also the
concern that, as with the treaties, the true intent of residential schools was not revealed to
Indigenous people. All things considered, it likely mattered little whether Indigenous leaders and
chiefs agreed with sending the younger generations to residential schools. The government had
shown a longstanding history of doing what it pleased, without their consent.
The residential schools began in the 1840s in an attempt to “kill the Indian to save the
child” and have often been referred to as an act of cultural genocide (Rhee & Subedi, 2014, p.
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344; McCallum & Isaak, 2011; TRC, 2015). Children were forcibly removed from their families
and mandated to attend these schools where they were taught “to fear the damnation of hell if
they did not accept Christian belief” (Kennedy-Kish et al., 2017, p. 13). This served the unified
interests of church and state: to bring lost souls to Christ and to assimilate Indigenous peoples
into civilized society (Fournier & Crey, 2011).
These church-lead organizations stripped Indigenous children of their rights, their
families, culture, language, and spiritual practices, and forced them to be indoctrinated with
Christian theology and colonial ideologies. Furthermore, these schools conditioned Indigenous
people to believe that there was something inherently wrong with them, and many internalized
the racism projected onto them (Patrick, 2014). Although some individuals have expressed an
appreciation for their education, there are many who suffered physical, sexual, emotional, and
psychological abuses during their time there (McCallum & Isaak, 2011). Many children were
malnourished, and others still were used as projects to test scientific hypotheses. Many children
tried to run away from these schools and were condemned when found for doing so. Some
children did not endure the brutalities and abuses throughout their time in school, and died in
these educational institutions (Patrick, 2014).
The travesty of residential schools made a huge impact on Indigenous communities.
Resistance efforts were hard fought given the state sanctioned the schools. Entire communities
were left bereft of their children, and parents were unable to visit or have communication of any
form with them while they were in school. Once at school, children were also separated from
their siblings and friends, they had their long hair cut, and were prohibited to speak their native
languages and names. Many families attempted to hide and withhold their children from
authorities during these times despite the imminent risks of violence, being thrown in jail, or
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having food and money allowances revoked (Fournier & Crey, 2011). Given the already
precarious position Indigenous communities found themselves in considering the “recurring
outbreaks of smallpox and influenza… [and a] growing famine” the stakes were high for
Indigenous families unwilling to be compliant (Fournier & Crey, 2011, p. 176). Despite
complaints from Indigenous families, ongoing reports to Indian Affairs detailing the “death toll,
excessive discipline, and overall educational failure of the schools” (p. 174), and having this
information distributed at times by the media to the Canadian public; the schools continued for
over a century with the Department of Indian Affairs adamant that the schools were being
successful in their pursuits (Fournier & Crey, 2011). The last residential school closed in 1996
(McCallum & Isaak, 2011).
Evidently, in order for a person’s soul to be saved, people must not only forfeit their nonChristian religions and spiritual practices, but their entire way of life. These assimilation tactics
anticipate the death of the Indian in the child, for the promise of an afterlife in heaven. For
Indigenous people on Turtle Island this has literally been a life or death matter, where
assimilation tactics result in death here on earth and their non-compliance is presumed to result
in their eternal death and damnation in hell. Of course, the genocide of Indigenous people has
much less to do with the afterlife, religion has merely been used as a guise for justification of the
control and colonization of the land and its inhabitants.
On Turtle Island, Settlers have enacted (and continue to enact) many other assimilation
techniques and policies upon Indigenous people through the Indian Act, the 1969 White Paper
proposal, 60s scoop, child and family service systems, and criminal justice system and its laws.
In this way, the colonization by Christian European Settlers has had a significant influence on
Western culture and its understanding of the world and its occupants (Deloria, 2003; Fraser &
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Seymour, 2017; Lowman & Barker, 2015). So much so that “Western culture itself-- even
secular approaches within Western culture-- cannot be divorced from Christianity and
Christianity’s fixation on dominion” (Rhee & Subedi, 2014, p. 341).
Although most North American Christians would now agree that the assimilation tactics
produced by the church and their colonial ideologies were morally and ethically wrong, they
continue to hold onto their supremacist beliefs that their current ways are right. Indeed, many
Christians would argue that those who exercised this dominance over Indigenous people
historically were not embodying Christian principles, and were “not really Christians” (Deloria,
2003, p. 264). On the contrary, these individuals were perceived at the time to have very strong
Christian convictions, and were exalted in Sunday school lessons as saints and heroes of the faith
(Deloria, 2003). Supposing these individuals were not ‘real Christians’, one would be challenged
to inquire into where the “real Christians” were then at the time to denounce the un-Christian like
actions of others? Undoubtedly, Christians have been ignorant (willingly or not) of the harms
their privileged belief systems enact on others. It begs one to question how these supremacist
beliefs continue to impact and affect Indigenous people? How does this system of oppression
currently manifest itself in ways that Christians today are blind to?
It is important to acknowledge that there are many branches of Christianity, and their
interpretations of scripture differ across the various groups. Catholicism is the largest branch of
Christian thought today, and as evidenced earlier through Residential Schools and the Popes
inter caetera of 1493, played a devastating role in the colonization and genocide of Indigenous
people on Turtle Island.
The second largest branch of Christianity is Protestant. They differ in Catholicism in
areas where sainthood, papal supremacy, and sacraments are concerned. Although within
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Protestantism there are other denominational families, generally they believe in the priesthood of
all believers (where connection to God and his wisdom does not need to be mediated through
sacraments or priests), and that sin is pardoned through a relationship with God and being in
right relationship with him is dependent upon faith and faith alone, not necessarily good works or
acts. These beliefs too would have been present in the travesties that Indigenous people endured.
Although not specifically part of Protestant theology, sola scriptura, is the belief that the Bible is
the inerrant and infallible Word of God. Today, many FBNPO in Winnipeg derive out of or are
inspired by Protestant belief systems and hold strongly the principles of sola scriptura and
biblical literacy. Protestant Christians may not interpret the Bible in the same way, although
many continue to take the scriptures literally and apply them universally, outside of context yet
still remaining adamant that they are suitable for all and forevermore.
This conservative approach can and has been incredibly harmful to people who are
determined to be different. The Christian church has been a part of social welfare services for
centuries and responsible for much of the charity given to others. Although giving to the less
fortunate has generally been understood as a just philanthropic endeavour, complications arise as
people develop understandings around who is lesser and how help is given. Christians often feel
a moral obligation to help others (Todd, Suffrin, McConnell, & Odahl-Ruan, 2015); however it
has been argued that at the heart of these efforts lies the hope for religious persuasion (Molle,
2017). This highlights the religious supremacist beliefs that many Christians hold and which
motivate their actions, behaviours, and beliefs. Who gets to interpret the Bible? Whose
interpretation is correct? How do these beliefs function and what is their impact? It is important
to realize that although intentions can be pure, as I like to believe they are for many Christians,
they can not be used to disregard the negative impacts on real people. Christians must understand
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how their religious ideologies and worldviews function and impact others, no matter how good
their intentions may be.
Intersecting Privileges
The pillage of Turtle Island and its Indigenous people was of course influenced by
Christian theology which supported colonial thought. However this review would be amiss if it
did not address the other intersecting group memberships which additionally created privilege for
Settler people. These privileges marginalize Indigenous people further, allowing for continued
exploitation and colonization.
Privilege, as this paper refers to it, means the “unearned privileges granted to people on
the basis of their membership to overvalued groups” (Fraser & Seymour, 2017, p. 51). This type
of privilege has also been expressed as “illegitimate” or “unjustified”, to highlight the “benefits
received by one group at the expense of another group, due to the way in which economic and
political power is organized in society” (Kennedy-Kish et al., 2017, p. 24). Those who carry
privilege are oftentimes oblivious to it, disregarding the weight and effect it has on their life and
its trajectory (Cline, 2016; DiAngelo, 2018; McIntosh, 2005). McIntosh (2005) describes it as an
“invisible knapsack” of goods that help to create advantages for people on micro, mezzo, and
macro levels (p. 278). Privilege is power, and those who have it regard it as normal. Its
concealed nature therefore leaves the privileged with feelings of entitlement; that their position
in life, where they live, the places they work, their socio-economic status, and the material things
that they own are earned from their own individual efforts and ethic.
Even though society may want to treat everyone equally with kindness and respect, we
still know power differentials exist, and that people are privileged (or not) based on the
memberships they hold in certain groups (DiAngelo, 2018). For example, the experience of
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being male, is different than that of being female. Furthermore, it is advantageous to be ablebodied, cis-gendered, straight, young, and rich rather than disabled, gender non-conforming or
trans, non-heterosexual or queer, old, or poor. Our society marks these differences as natural and
normal, however it must be acknowledged that these differences are social constructs, where
meaning and value have been ascribed to these particular statuses and ways of being (DiAngelo,
2018). These constructs lead to the various oppressive systems seen today in the form of sexism,
racism, ageism, ableism, and classism, to name a few. They intersect and interact with one
another to further compound privilege or oppression. Our ideas of what it means to be a woman,
or a man, for example, are shaped by social, political, and cultural factors which reinforce the
expectations, limitations and boundaries of their personal capabilities and roles in society (Cline,
2017). When the prejudices of race, class, gender, and other diverse social groups are “backed by
legal authority and institutional control… [it] transforms individual prejudices into a far-reaching
system that no longer depends on the good intentions of individual actors; it becomes the default
of the society and is reproduced automatically” (DiAngelo, 2018, p. 21). Members of society are
therefore socialized into these systems of oppression and privilege, and are intricately and
inescapably bound to them (DiAngelo, 2018).
As mentioned earlier, it is important to remember that the values prescribed to these
groups are constructs and are not based on any sort of objective truths. For example, although the
beliefs that we have ascribed to race are not real, they have very real implications for those who
are not white. DiAngelo (2018) contends that these beliefs about people are manifested in order
to justify the oppression of others. When Settlers first came to Turtle Island, they had to believe
that their ways were superior, that they were helping Indigenous people, in order to exploit them
and their land. This is often encapsulated by the term ‘Eurocentric diffusionism’. Battiste and
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Henderson (2011) describe diffusionism as a way of understanding the world that often
encourages Eurocentric thought. They write, “Diffusionism is based on two assumptions: (1)
most human communities are uninventive, and (2) a few human communities (or places, or
cultures) are inventive and are thus the permanent centers of cultural change or ‘progress’” (p..
11). Europe is generally seen to be the more progressive society, where all others then are
perceived as in need of their advancements. Eurocentric diffusionism is predicated on the belief
that non-European ways of being, doing, and knowing are subordinate to that of European ways;
and that the non-European world is void “of basic cultural institutions and people, and equates an
absence of established settlements with a lack of law” (Battiste & Henderson, 2011, p. 11). This
supposed emptiness “supports a series of claims about an Indigenous emptiness of intellectual
creativity and spiritual values, sometimes described by Europeans… as an absence of rationality”
(Battiste & Henderson, 2011, p. 11). Kennedy-Kish et al. (2017) state that:
The overlap between racial privilege and colonial privilege produces narratives that make
it easier to “justify” this history by viewing Europeans as more “advanced” and
“needing” to expand their economies and empires. Indigenous people were seen, and
continue to be seen, as in “need” of the technology, religion, and the new social
organization imposed on them by colonial powers. (p. 35)
Without the hierarchical beliefs in Western religion, technology, and social organization, these
saving narratives could not exist (Rhee & Subedi, 2014). Our ethnocentric society breeds racism,
sexism, religious and cultural supremacy (along with other social ills aforementioned), thereby
marginalizing Indigenous people further through the social privileging of Western norms. This
allows Settlers to remain unchallenged and unconcerned by their Indigenous neighbours
oppression, as it is seen to be a problem in which they themselves sit outside of.
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Christian Privilege:
Canada was formed from these colonial and supremacist beliefs, and still relies on them
today. As mentioned earlier, those who carry privilege are unlikely to be aware of it. Christians
then are not likely to understand the benefits and rewards given to them merely on account of
their religious affiliation. Cline (2017) comprised a list that articulates some of the advantages
Christians in Western society receive. For example: Most Christians do not have to work on their
holiest days; Christians can assume they will see TV specials and hear music related to their
holidays; When someone talks about or thanks God, Christians can assume it is their god;
Christians will find Bibles in their hotel rooms; Christians can assume that they will not be
discriminated against because of their religion; Christian children will find or easily start school
clubs dedicated to Christianity; Christians do not have to worry about hate groups dedicated to
wiping out Christianity; Christians can assume that most neighbors & coworkers are Christian;
Christians can assume that almost anywhere they go and anything they do, they will feel normal;
Christians are not expected to speak for all Christians or everyone in a denomination; Whatever
Christians do, they need not worry that it will reflect poorly on Christianity; Christians can
assume that most politicians are Christians who represent Christian interests (Cline, 2017). To
summarize, although not an exhaustive list, it is clear that there are myriads of privileges
afforded to Christians on account of their subscription to Christianity. These privileges are
evident in all spheres of Canadian society including our laws, schools, politics, and community
organizations. Christian privilege is systematic, reinforced through these various mediums to
perpetuate its dominance. Christians remain largely unconcerned and unaware that people who
do not share these same religious beliefs can have extreme difficulty and entirely different
experiences moving through life. Furthermore, Christians are not expected to understand or be
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aware of other cultural practices, religions, or traditions (Cline, 2017; McIntosh, 2005). When
Christian superiority is threatened, Christians tend to “interpret this as persecution because
privilege is all they have ever known” (Cline, 2017, Culture Wars section, para. 5). In reality
they are protecting their comfortable position in society as a privileged group.
Although the number of Christians in Canada is shifting with the influx of immigrants
and the secularization of society in general, the colonial beliefs within Christianity have
continued to live on. Deloria (2003) questions where the secular Western man got “their ideas of
divine right to conquest, of manifest destiny, of themselves as the vanguard of true civilization, if
not from Christianity?” (p.. 111). In this way, Deloria is suggesting that although individuals
may not consider themselves Christian or understand Christianity, the attitudes that the secular
individual carries have still been very much influenced by Christian thought.
Those who carry privilege “are taught to think of their lives as morally neutral,
normative, and average, and also ideal” therefore assistance provided generally aims to
assimilate “‘them’ to be more like ‘us’” (McIntosh, 2005, p. 279). This disregards and
undermines any benefits that may be gleaned from learning about other peoples’ experiences,
viewpoints or perspectives. These colonial beliefs do not lend themselves well to reconciliation
or to understanding one another. The church continues to dichotomize religion, where what is
considered Christian is good, and anything that falls outside of that is bad. The church dictates
what Indigenous people can or cannot do, and what healing practices are acceptable within
FBNPO. These policies must always conform and align with Christian values, and the
interpretation of those values are determined by those in power (who are likely white, older,
middle-class males, having little understanding of the experiences of those without privilege).
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How do FBNPO serve individual spiritual needs that may differ from their dominant
Christian ones? What responsibility do FBNPO have to assist with spiritual needs that are not
their own? Bob Mullaly states that privilege is a double sided coin, where one cannot be
privileged without oppressing another (as cited in Kennedy-Kish et al., 2017, p. 25). If this is
true, we must examine how Christianity is affecting those around us. More specifically, how
does Christianity affect the landscape for ending homelessness?
Indigenous Homelessness in Canada
There is no one clear definition of homelessness. Simply put, homelessness is generally
defined as those without a home, and is synonymous with the expectation that individuals
experiencing homelessness will be found in shelters, or for those in absolute homelessness,
living on the street. Concealed homelessness expands this definition and refers to the many
others, perhaps not found in a shelter or on the street, but who are similarly homeless. This can
include those in safe houses and refuge, and those who couch surf and have temporary residences
with family or friends (McCallum & Isaak, 2011). Concealed homelessness can also encompass
those who are homeless but who are currently in jails, transition homes, or detox centres, as they
do not have permanently secured living arrangements (Patrick, 2014). Further still, those who are
precariously housed, or who spend a high percentage of their earnings on their housing, or who
are living in unsafe and overcrowded housing arrangements, are often typically included in the
literature surrounding homelessness (Baskin, 2011; McCallum & Isaak, 2011; Patrick, 2014;
Peters & Craig, 2016; Whitbeck, Crawford, & Hartshorn, 2012).
Although these definitions are legitimate, they do not fully encapsulate what
homelessness is. As such, solutions to aid the problem have not adequately done so. There has
been increasing awareness that homelessness can not merely be defined as the absence of a
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stable four walls, as homelessness is not necessarily or fully solved by the presence of housing.
Patrick (2014) articulates this best when she says “the opposite of ‘homelessness’ is not
‘housing’ but ‘home’” (p. 12). She argues that individuals need spaces to live that are “safe,
nurturing, and stable” (p. 14). Exploring the meaning and significance of ‘home’ is essential to
understanding issues of homelessness. McCallum and Isaak (2011) talk about the concept of
home, as being “a social, psychological space, not just a house as a physical structure”, whereas
home “carries different meanings for different people and is strongly affected by emotion,
memory, and culture” (p. 12). Therefore, definitions of homelessness must include Indigenous
perspectives of home.
Thistle (2017), having lived experienced of homelessness as a Métis-Cree, pioneered the
Indigenous definition of homelessness in Canada. He writes:
Indigenous homelessness is a human condition that describes First Nations, Métis and
Inuit individuals, families or communities lacking stable, permanent, appropriate
housing, or the immediate prospect, means or ability to acquire such housing. Unlike the
common colonialist definition of homelessness, Indigenous homelessness is not defined
as lacking a structure of habitation; rather, it is more fully described and understood
through a composite lens of Indigenous worldviews. These include: individuals, families
and communities isolated from their relationships to land, water, place, family, kin, each
other, animals, cultures, languages and identities. Importantly, Indigenous people
experiencing these kinds of homelessness cannot culturally, spiritually, emotionally or
physically reconnect with their Indigeneity or lost relationships. (p. 6)
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In this way, Indigenous homelessness is about a lack of connection, and ‘home’ would constitute
a reconnection to the many elements that make up what it means to be human and to be
Indigenous.
It can be argued then that homelessness first began for Indigenous people with the arrival
of European Settlers to Turtle Island. Settlers continue to exert their power over Indigenous
people and the land without their consultation or agreement in order to prioritize their own
interests while neglecting the values, beliefs, and needs so crucial to Indigeneity. This is aptly
demonstrated through governments persistence in extracting goods from the land for profit
through mining, lumber, oil, and gas excavation (Kennedy-Kish et al., 2017; Lowman & Barker,
2015). These gains are always won at the expense of Indigenous people, which fissures their
culture and connection to the land which is so fundamental to their way of life and who they are
as Indigenous people. It is not surprising then that these losses have resulted in the
predominantly Indigenous homeless population seen in Canada today. Here in Canada it is
estimated that approximately 35,000 people are homeless, with another estimated 50,000 people
being at risk of homelessness (Webb & Gazso, 2017). Indigenous people are greatly
overrepresented in these statistics, highlighting the disproportionate rate in which First Nations,
Inuit, and Métis peoples are affected. Despite their being indigenous to the land, they are the
ones most frequently found without homes. In fact, Indigenous populations are ten times more
likely to experience periods of homelessness than non-Indigenous people in Canada (McCallum
& Isaak, 2011). Uncoincidentally, Indigenous people in Canada ‘‘rank at or near the bottom of
nearly every social, health, and economic indicator” (Whitbeck et al., 2012, p. 157).
It needs to be recognized that Indigenous homelessness is a result of the violent and
forced disconnection from “land, water, place, family, kin, each other, animals, cultures,
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languages, and identities” through colonial structures and systems (Thistle, 2017, p.6). These
systems continue to reinforce the oppression of Indigenous peoples and further exacerbates their
homelessness. This makes it extremely difficult for Indigenous people to re-establish the
connections “culturally, spiritually, emotionally, or physically”, that would help to bring them
home (Thistle, 2017, p. 6). In order to eradicate Indigenous homelessness, Canada needs to
decolonize itself and the structures and systems responsible. Reconciliation of these systems
must include policies mandating the provision of culturally appropriate services so that
reconnection to Indigeneity can be made.
Culturally Relevant Spiritual Programming
Indigenous teachings emphasize a holistic worldview, where everything is seen as
interconnected and interrelated. This knowledge appreciates that when “the physical, emotional,
psychological and spiritual aspects within an individual are out of balance, the rest of the family
and community are also out of balance” (Baskin, 2009, p. 137). Therefore, the social issues we
see today, such as poverty, homelessness, addiction, mental health, and chronic illness, could
stem from the collective communities physical, emotional, psychological and spiritual needs not
being met. This compliments Thistle’s (2017) understanding of homelessness, where connections
to rebuild the physical, emotional, psychological and spiritual components of a person are
needed in order to help people begin to heal.
It is no secret that when individual members of society are healthy, the community as a
whole thrives. NPO working to alleviate the hardships of those experiencing homelessness
oftentimes provide a number of services that target different areas of wellness in order to assist
individuals in regaining balance and equilibrium. For example, there are shelters and soup
kitchens to meet physical needs, counselling for emotional and psychological needs, and spiritual
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programming to meet individual spiritual needs. In terms of healing, Baskin (2009) argues that
the services which address individual’s identity as Indigenous people are the most important; and
that “all the counselling therapy and healing in the world are not going to truly help an
Indigenous adult if they do not come to a place of being intensely proud of their
identity” (p. 138). Kennedy-Kish et al. (2017) highlight how difficult this can be when those
working within organizations hold prejudice towards and have little understanding of the cultural
differences of those they work with. Lack of cultural competency in the workplace can have
detrimental effects on service users. This also illustrates how regardless of what an organization's
mandate for inclusivity and respect is, if employees are not properly educated on these issues
their clients will not see these expressions actualized.
Cultural competency, sensitivity, awareness, humility, and safety are various terms within
social work that are used to describe how workers engage people of other cultures. Cultural
competency can be defined as “a certain set of knowledge, skills, and values” that one possesses
related to another person’s culture with whom they are working with (Barsky, 2018, Cultural
competence section, para.1). This is different from cultural awareness, which distinguishes itself
by an ability to understand one’s own culture and that of others in relation to systems of power,
privilege, and oppression. This awareness influences the way a worker engages with another. For
example, if a client is expressing feelings of depression, the worker would adapt their approach
depending on the relevant cultural meanings, implications, and supports for the depression
(Barsky, 2018). Cultural sensitivity although similar, has been described as a deeper
understanding deriving from cultural awareness (Barsky, 2018). Cultural sensitivity seeks to
understand culture from an emic perspective and does not place values on differences (Barsky,
2018). Cultural humility is exemplified by workers who understand that they will never fully
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understand the experiences of another individual and adopt a posture of continual learning and
curiosity. Those who have cultural humility understand people to be the experts in matters of
their own lives and see relationships to be fundamental in understanding one another (Barsky,
2018). Cultural humility seeks social justice rather than social control and allows workers to
better understand and address the mechanisms which perpetuate the oppression of others
(Barsky, 2018). Organizations with limited cultural competency and awareness face greater
obstacles in their ability to provide “transformative services” for diverse groups and are more
likely to “reinforce the status quo” (Barsky, 2018, Cultural humility defined further section, para.
1). NPO which exercise cultural sensitivity and humility are in much better positions to develop
and implement positive programming done in conjunction with the community and a deeper
understanding of the issues.
Furthermore, cultural safety is crucial when working with people of diverse backgrounds.
Cultural safety means that those who are receiving services feel safe. Safety is achieved in
environments where individuals feel that the services they are receiving are equitable, respectful,
and free of discrimination (Indigenous health, 2017). Cultural safety differs from cultural
humility as it focuses on the “culture of the clinician or the clinical environment rather than the
culture of the ‘exotic other’ patient” (Curtis et al., 2019, Reviewing cultural safety section, para
4). In this way, practitioners are to be introspective of how their own environments, cultures and
beliefs impact others seeking services.
There is a growing amount of research that indicates the necessity for programming that
promotes positive identity development rooted in traditional culture and ways of being for
Indigenous people (Fournier & Crey, 2011; Kennedy-Kish et al., 2017; McCallum & Isaak,
2011; Silver, Ghorayshi, Hay, & Klyne, 2011). A local study in Winnipeg, Manitoba had
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participants discuss variables that lead to poverty and peoples personal difficulties, and how to
address them (Baskin, 2009). Challenging structural barriers such as lack of education and
training, underemployment and poor living conditions were listed, however, the need for cultural
teachings, spirituality and ceremonies, was also articulated by all participants involved as
important in addressing these issues.
Another study Baskin (2009) mentions was conducted in British Columbia where
participants were asked to identify what approaches worked for them during times of struggle. A
large percentage (66%) said “‘anchoring oneself in traditions’ and ‘participating in ceremonies’...
[were] sources of help and healing” (p. 138).
McCallum and Isaak (2011) found similar results, highlighting how access to Indigenous
culture and spiritual practices and ceremonies encourages individuals to reclaim their identity
and promotes wellness from within. They also found that organizations which promoted cultural
pathways to healing made “homeless-related services more accessible to Aboriginal
peoples” (p. 63). This is important to address because although Indigenous people are
overrepresented in their experience of homelessness, they are often underrepresented in their
participation at NPO (Brandon & Nino, 2018; McCallum & Isaak, 2011). For example, the 2018
Winnipeg street census found that about 80% of those sleeping outside that night were
Indigenous (Brandon & Nino, 2018). Despite their non-Indigenous counterparts making up only
one third of the homeless population, they comprised the majority of those sleeping in shelters
(Brandon & Nino, 2018). This highlights how Indigenous people may be underserved in their
experiences of homelessness. Reasons for this may be connected to the contentious relationships
that Indigenous peoples have had with faith-based organizations (McCallum & Isaak, 2011).
Residential schools did not promote wellbeing or safety for Indigenous people, so there may be
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apprehension to engage with shelters and other social service agencies often affiliated with the
church. Another reason cited is that Indigenous people have experienced racism in these
environments by both staff and other community members (Patrick, 2014). When organizations
do not promote themselves as being culturally appropriate, it deters individuals from seeking out
their services. Therefore, FBNPO who are trying to be accessible spaces for help and healing for
Indigenous people should consider integrating more culturally relevant services.
NPO should also be cautious in how they deliver ‘culturally appropriate’ services, as
there is much diversity between Indigenous cultures and practices. NPO should be careful not to
project one nations perspective as a blanket that encompasses the entire community (Absolon,
2009; Baskin, 2009). Additionally, NPO need to understand that it is just as culturally
responsible to acknowledge that not all Indigenous people will be receptive or wanting to partake
in Indigenous cultural ceremonies and practices (McCallum & Isaak, 2011). However, those who
are willing to participate should be given outlets to do so. Indigenous run programs do this best
as they embody the culture as opposed to merely responding to it (McCallum & Isaak, 2011).
However, organizations which serve non-Indigenous and Indigenous populations can
successfully integrate culturally relevant services by hiring Indigenous staff who can provide
traditional programming (McCallum & Isaak, 2011). These efforts would mark steps towards
reconciliation and ending homelessness, by giving back what has historically been taken from
Indigenous people: their culture and identity.
FBNPO might be more motivated to adhere to UNDRIP, the TRC calls to action, and
other reconciliation efforts through culturally appropriate programming if they understand how
this is reflective of a Christian lifestyle. Christian worldviews may be able to reconcile with
Indigenous ones if Christianity is reframed outside of the colonial light which it generally basks
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in. There may be hope if people can “redefine the mission of the Christian church in a world
where God has been revealed to many peoples in many ways; where salvation is possible in
many ways” (West, 1996, p. 35). When Christians are encouraged to reach out to “dialogue with
and work with other religions and spiritual ways-of-life, instead of seeking new ways to
conquer” (West, 1996, p. 35), they develop an understanding of “the breadth of human
experiences” (Deloria, 2003, p. 107). This comprehension fosters understanding, respect, and
ultimately harmony between people. It allows Christians to take the plank out of their eyes
before criticizing the speck in their neighbours (Matthew 7:3-5, New International Version). If
this can be done, if the role of spirituality in all its forms and exercises can be better understood
by NPO (faith based or not), the world may find itself to be a more egalitarian, respectful and
healthy place. As Rhee and Subedi (2014) note, “any effort we make to bring about peace and
justice are indeed forms of spiritual practice” (p. 351).
The literature has highlighted the ways in which culturally relevant practices, including
traditional ceremonies and spiritual epistemes, promote healing and wellbeing for Indigenous
people. It has also taken a critical examination of how Christian ideologies have functioned in
such a way that have greatly contributed to the widespread marginalization of Indigenous people
on Turtle Island. The continued and present day colonization of Indigenous people has resulted
in the overrepresentation we have of those experiencing homelessness today. Culture and
ceremony can allow pathways to healing as people are provided space and teachings which allow
reconnection to their identity as humans and as Indigenous people. In fact, we are cautioned to
never undermine or disregard the power of these spiritual traditions and ceremonies as they are
believed to be the only thing that has sustained Indigenous people through the hardships endured
(E. Azure, personal communication, May 8, 2019). There are a number of NPO serving
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Indigenous people who are experiencing or who are at risk of homelessness within the city of
Winnipeg, Manitoba. Many of these organizations recognize the importance of spiritual care in
the healing process and offer support and guidance in these areas. This research sought to look at
the scope of spiritual care offered to Indigenous people within these structures, identifying any
gaps present, and how this might affect those that they serve.
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Chapter 3
Theoretical Framework
Recognizing that colonialism pervades all aspects of society and which undoubtedly
informs to some degree or another the services being offered within many NPO, I chose to work
from an anti-colonial research framework. According to Hart (2009a), anti-colonialism is a
“social, cultural and political stance” (p. 29) which accentuates the sovereignty of Indigenous
people, their knowledges, cultures, and traditions. Although anti-colonialism shares similar
values to that of an Indigenous framework, they are different. An Indigenous framework requires
“methodologies [which] emphasize Indigenous worldviews, ontologies, and epistemologies”
(Carlson, 2016, p. 3). Being a Settler researcher, like Carlson (2016), I did not feel it ethical to
proclaim an Indigenous research framework given that I am “lacking early socialization by
Indigenous families and communities, decades of cultural immersion and learning, and the
impacts of identifying as and being identified as ‘Indigenous’” (p. 3). Given my limited
knowledge in this area, I run the risk of appropriating and exploiting Indigenous methodologies.
Therefore, I have chosen to study from a position that allows me to work within Indigenous
communities in a good, respectful, and decolonizing way without depending on methodologies
which I could never wholly encapsulate due to my own identities and knowledge base. For this
reason I incorporated understandings derived from a multitude of fields and practices which
compliment Indigenous principles to develop my research framework.
Anti-colonial, critical race, feminist, anti-oppressive and participatory action theories
focus critically on power structures and relationships, politicizing the personal, and broadening
the conversation while giving power back to the community which they serve (Carlson, 2016).
Similarly, these perspectives are congruent with values often seen within an Indigenous
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framework. These theories also believe and give credit to the subjective experience, and a
relativist ontology which assisted in creating my research framework.
Methodology
The guiding methodology chosen to weave together these perspectives is Community
Engaged Research (CER). CER fits well with the research framework as it seeks to empower
communities and disrupt unequal power structures (Padgett, 2016). At the time of this writing,
COVID19 is disrupting regular activity and there is a ban in effect limiting large group
gatherings and social distancing is strongly encouraged. The original research methods consisted
of an Indigenous Knowledge Keeper and myself co-facilitating talking circles with the
Indigenous homeless community utilizing services at local NPO. Given the nature of the times,
this study pivoted from Community Based Research (CBR) to Community Engaged Research
(CER). The difference being that not all CER adheres to having a participatory or action
component from the entire community, whereas in CBR it is an absolute requirement (Padgett,
2016, p. 65). For example, Padgett (2016) provides the example of a CER study where
researchers were wanting to investigate gang activity in a neighbourhood. Due to safety reasons,
they interviewed households about their safety concerns and took measures to be unobtrusive
with the gang members themselves. In the same way, this study will be meeting with members
relevant and involved in the community, however due to safety reasons resulting from
COVID19, the research is unable to find a feasible way to meet directly with the Indigenous
community experiencing homelessness. That said, the research is still action oriented, and
aspires to create positive changes for the entire community. However, coalition in organizing
action strategies will have to come after the research and once COVID19 restrictions come to
pass.
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CER shares with CBR a “fundamental commitment to community empowerment and
egalitarian partnerships” and is “respectful of local norms and sensitive to the impact of the
research on the community” (Padgett, 2016, p. 65). CER lends itself well to qualitative study as
it values the relationship between researcher and participants, and expects that there will be a
certain level of immersion and engagement between them (Padgett, 2016). CER also works well
when the researcher already has familiarity with the community they hope to work with (Padgett,
2016). As expressed earlier, the rationale for the research was inspired by what I have already
heard expressed within the Indigenous community which I serve. In this way, my proposed
research had already been initiated by the community, through my relationship with them, and it
is my hope that the research can continue to delve further into these issues to enact change.
Methods
Sampling
There are a number of NPO in Winnipeg that work with individuals experiencing
homelessness and which offer spiritual services. Although these organizations do not all work
solely with Indigenous people, a large majority seeking services there are indeed First Nations,
Métis, or Inuit. As the research concerns the spiritual programming offered to Indigenous people
experiencing homelessness from these NPO, recruitment occurred within these spaces.
The study hoped to dialogue with a number of organizations which serve this population,
to determine how spiritual care services are delivered and how this might impact the Indigenous
homeless community. Purposeful sampling was conducted in order to achieve a balance of
perspectives from various NPO who deliver spiritual care services to the community. This type
of sampling is intentional, seeking “information-rich cases strategically and purposefully”
(Patton, 2002, p.. 243). As the study sought out service providers offering spiritual care to
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Indigenous populations experiencing homelessness, the sampling method had to be intentional
and methodic around who was being interviewed. Therefore, I sought out participants who
specifically worked in this area and with an Indigenous population.
I sought to recruit from 8 NPO in Winnipeg that served Indigenous people experiencing
homelessness. 2 were non-faith affiliated, 3 were Christian based, and 3 were Indigenous run. As
there were 8 NPO being recruited, I anticipated that this might yield around 1-2 interviews per
organization and I expected to conduct approximately 10-14 interviews. Considering early
conversations I had had with one of the FBNPO in regards to the anticipated research, and given
that the research has real implications for their services, I was optimistic that the access would be
given. Once ethical approval had been obtained (see appendix G), relevant gatekeepers from the
8 NPO were contacted to propose the research and be granted formal access to conduct (see
appendix C).
Once permission was given to recruit staff from within organizations, emails were
circulated to relevant employees in spiritual care departments (see appendix D). Snowball
sampling was also utilized where no specific spiritual care department existed. Snowball
sampling helps to cast a wider net for research participants as people familiar with the research
can then recommend other relevant individuals who may be interested in the research (Patton,
2002). This technique helped the research to garner more participants who may be of interest.
For example, one sought after organization has a “working board” where any member might be
able to adequately participate. Other organizations did not have known spiritual care
departments, but may have been able to refer me to a contact within the organization who could
speak to these matters.
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Participant recruitment was challenging and heavily influenced by COVID19.
Recruitment was being done in the midst of a pandemic when many people’s personal and
professional domains were being upended. As mentioned earlier, about one week after initial
research approval was gained from ethics (see appendix G), Manitoba had its first case of
coronavirus and required individuals and organizations to practice social distancing (Province of
Manitoba, 2020). The study pivoted (see appendix H, amendment approval from ethics board),
yet the effects of COVID19 still impacted recruitment. For example, the study turned its focus
towards service providers perspectives as they would have the means to participate online in
accordance with the current regulations. However, many staff who may have been able to
participate prior to COVID19 were unable to do so at this time. The health concerns and
necessary safety procedures from the pandemic created both a limiting and increased workload
on each NPO. Individual hours were cut back or people lost their positions altogether. Other
organizations had to relocate their employees to other departments or new departments in order
to fill the ever changing needs and demands. Unfortunately some staff inevitably were needing to
isolate and others may have been sick. Some staff were adjusting and adapting to new work
tasks, whereas others are unable to work due to their own personal risk factors and underlying
health issues. This upheaval created difficulty in recruiting staff, as many were very busy or
away from work altogether. Every effort was made to accommodate the schedule and needs of
participants in order to facilitate the interviews. Interviews were conducted during the day, in the
evenings, and on weekends in order to collect data at a time suitable to participants.
Despite consistent efforts to engage with various NPO, some were unresponsive, and
others approved the recruitment of staff but staff then declined to engage due to COVID19 or
were otherwise unresponsive to my solicitations. Through community networking and snowball
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sampling I was able to recruit two more participants which provided me with six complete
interviews. I am grateful to those who helped connect me to relevant stakeholders and for the
support of the research in this way. Interviews were conducted with staff from five different
NPO, four of which were Christian faith affiliated. One participant was an Indigenous Spiritual
Leader1 who works in a church which serves Indigenous people. Although some members of the
congregation may and do experience homelessness as the church itself ministers to all who enter,
it should be noted that the congregation itself is not representative of a homeless population. This
church is also located outside of Winnipeg’s downtown core area where the other FBNPO under
study can be found. For these reasons, the Indigenous Spiritual Leader’s insights will be included
in the paper to increase understanding of the issues, however will be distinct from the other
FBNPO. In contrast, the other participants are not distinguished from one another in any way to
further enhance anonymity and protect confidentiality given the small sample size. Quotes from
participants are separated simply by writing “Participant:” throughout the text.
The remaining four organizations are located in the downtown core of Winnipeg, a sort
of mecca for those experiencing homelessness as many supports are concentrated within that
area. Three of those organizations are FBNPO and the other one is not faith affiliated. The
participants who belong to organizations in these areas will be defined as participants, whereas
the Indigenous Spiritual Leader will always be acknowledged as such when their voice is
included.
I spoke with three individuals who were Indigenous (two Cree, and one Métis), and three
who were white. Each participant that I spoke with provided spiritual care services to Indigenous

1

The Indigenous Spiritual Leader was asked to appoint themselves with a title for the research that they
felt comfortable with and that was representative of their role. This was done to help distinguish their
voice from the other FBNPO participant voices.
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people. For all but one this was evident in their job title. The other participant is a peer support
worker who often engages with the community in matters of spirituality, although that would not
be necessarily required of the position. Although not mandatory for participation in this study, it
turned out that each participant either practiced and provided services from a Christian biblical
standpoint or otherwise had a strong understanding of the Christian faith and expressed lived
experience with it. Each participant expressed seeing majority populations of around 60-70% or
more Indigenous people accessing services, although, as expressed earlier, for the Indigenous
Spiritual Leader that number was not necessarily reflective of an Indigenous homeless
population.
Data Gathering
In order to collect data ethically, each participant was asked to fill out a consent form
prior to the interview (see appendix E). Upon completion, participants were asked to fill out a
short questionnaire which helped to provide some context prior to the interview itself (see
appendix B). The questionnaire asked for individuals basic personal information such as their
name, age, sex, ethnicity, where they work, what their role is, and to identify if the NPO they
work for is faith affiliated. These variables were important to understand as provided context to
the data and participants’ perspectives.
Interviews were done through video conferencing or telephone calls. Given that the
interviews were done by distance, it was expressed for those whom it might be culturally
appropriate, that an offering of tobacco in person was initially intended and will be given at the
earliest opportunity to do so. Tobacco is one of the four sacred medicines within Indigenous
communities. It is wrapped in cloth and is oftentimes given when seeking advice or requesting
help (Lavallée, 2009). In order to honor Indigenous participants and the knowledge that they
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bring to the interviews, each individual was made aware of the intention to offer this gift at the
next appropriate time. I have made connections with two participants since the online interviews
and was able to offer tobacco to symbolize my gratitude and honor their time and knowledge.
For another participant the opportunity may present itself when providing the final copy of the
research to them if done in person.
In order to alleviate any hesitancy or reservations that participants have, individuals were
reminded at the beginning of each interview that what they share is confidential, and will not
directly identify them or their organization in the final report. This was done to encourage
participants to engage in open and honest discussion. The interviews themselves were semistructured, having a few questions to help spark conversation (see appendix A), but participants
were ultimately free to discuss what was important to them around the topic. Interviews ranged
from 40 minutes to 2 hours and 30 minutes, although most were just over an hour. I was careful
to ensure that participants were feeling well upon exiting the interview, and although not used, a
resource list would have been made available for those who felt they might need additional
support (see appendix F). Participants were reminded at the beginning of the interview that the
interviews were being recorded and that a transcription will be provided to them shortly and that
the opportunity to member-check it will be available. They were informed that they will have ten
days from when the transcription is emailed to them to make any revisions before data analysis
begins. After those ten days, transcriptions of the interviews were analyzed and coded for
recurring themes.
The interviews were transcribed using a program called DescriptⓇ2. I later reviewed what
the program had transcribed while listening again to the interviews to ensure that it was

2

For more information about this program, see their webpage: https://www.descript.com/
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transcribed verbatim, making the necessary corrections. My own reflective journaling and notes
also contributed to the data collection process. The data was stored on a password-protected
computer.
Data Analysis
Data analysis was pursued after the interviews and transcriptions had been done and
provided to the participants for member-checking. This helped to ensure that what was said in
the interview accurately depicted their views and also provided them the opportunity to add,
change, delete, or otherwise alter what they said. Only one participant returned my transcription
with clarifications, although the changes were small and did not impact the themes or context.
For ease of reading within this research paper I have deleted any “ands”, “umms”, and other
stuttered words and unique mannerisms of participants. For example, if a participant rhetorically
asked “right” or “you know” commonly in their sentences, those phrases were removed. Instead,
an ellipsis was utilized to symbolize the omittance of these words or phrases while upholding the
original meaning and intent of the participant.
Before continuing with the next step of the research, I once again consulted with the
Indigenous Knowledge Keeper to inform him on where the research was at and provided an
opportunity to have him share his insights and participate in the research. It should be noted that
although he was unable to help facilitate the talking circles as planned, I did want to include him
in the study if he wished to do so. We had kept in close contact throughout the study and its
various phases and stages. We had met in person to discuss the research on two separate
occasions and also corresponded through email frequently. Although he was unable to participate
in the data gathering portion due to a change in methods, I extended the opportunity for him to
participate in the data analysis of the research. Given the timeline for research completion and
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other personal obligations the Knowledge Keeper was not able to commit to helping with
analysis. I thanked him for his contributions and support and indicated that I could share the
results of the study with him once it was finished and at a time more convenient to him.
I then began the coding process independently. Moving forward I had a general idea of
some of the themes that were emerging given my time spent listening in the interviews and the
many hours I had spent pouring over the transcriptions. I decided to implement ‘values coding’
as a way to organize and structure the data. Values coding “infers the ‘heart and mind’ of an
individual or group’s worldview as to what is important, perceived as true, maintained as
opinion, and felt strongly” (Saldaña, 2011, p. 105). Values coding looks at participants beliefs,
attitudes, and values, which allowed me to compare and contrast more easily these connections
amongst the various participants of the study. In this way, I utilized inductive reasoning while
looking at the data. I also kept a memo journal of various questions or insights I had while
reading transcriptions. These analytic memos helped me to process my understandings of the
data that was coming forth, and allowed me to expand on the “inferential meanings of the
truncated codes and categories as a transitional stage into a more coherent narrative” (Saldaña,
2011, p. 105). Through this coding process, various themes began to surface. I started to
highlight the material that related to the themes that were surfacing. As I continued to spend
more time with the material, new themes became known and I would go back to earlier
transcripts, further highlighting that which connected. Eventually saturation occurred where there
were no new themes present and current themes were well organized. The themes which
emerged are integrated in the findings of the study.
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Mobilization of Findings
CER is an appealing research methodology as it has “practical and policy driven
outcomes” (Tremblay, 2009, p. 6). Once complete, participants will be able to have access to the
findings and possession of the full report. This can be provided to the participants through their
mechanism of choice, whether they would like to acquire a hard copy, an electronic copy
through email, or a telephone conversation could be had. Alternatively, a smaller synopsis
document could be provided for ease of reading.
A synopsis of the findings will also be provided to the NPO along with recommendations
for growth and development in their spiritual care departments. Any NPO that wishes to see the
research in its entirety will also be able to do so, and provided the full report upon request. The
community will be encouraged to collaborate further on how to implement the findings to help
shape and alter their current programming.
Ethical Issues/ Risks Identified
I have a close relationship with one of the FBNPO in which I hope to study. Indeed, my
research is very much inspired by my employment at this organization which I have been a part
of for four years. This affiliation could have been seen as a conflict of interest, especially as it
relates to potentially interviewing their spiritual care department. This type of relationship in
positivist research is frowned upon as it ruins the researcher’s objectivity. However, CER does
not assume objectivity, nor does it believe it necessarily beneficial to the study (Padgett, 2016).
To work this closely with the community would require that one participates with the other
participants, where “the distinction between the researcher and the researched may be minimized
or eliminated” (Hills & Mullet, 2000, p. 2). This can be seen in other co-operative inquiries, like
Indigenous and participatory action for example. In these research designs, relationship with and
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understanding of the community are paramount, and it is considered an advantage if it has
already been established prior to the research (Gair, 2012; Hart, 2009b; Jason & Glenwick, 2016;
Lavallèe, 2009). Hart (2009b), for example, details that he had been in very close relationship
with those he needed to interview: “most I had known at that time for at least nine years… One
has known me all my life” (p. 164). He argues that this is a strength to his work as he “had
already established a strong sense of acceptance, trust, mutuality and respect” with his
interviewees (p. 164). Hart goes on to say that he had very deliberately included his “subjective
self in this research project” (p. 165), and that within an Indigenous research paradigm
“subjectivity is expected to be present” in all aspects of the research (p. 162). Therefore, my
familiarity with the spiritual care department at one of the FBNPO has practical benefits to the
research and the interview process. It should also be noted that I hold no power over the spiritual
care department there, nor do they have any authority over the program which I supervise.
Of course, the researcher must be responsible given their position, and should be actively
reflecting throughout the research process to eliminate some of the concerns involved when
bringing oneself so close to the research. As Rose (1985) states: “[t]here is no neutrality. There is
only greater or less awareness of one’s biases” (as cited in Dwyer & Buckle, 2009, p. 55). This
highlights how being objective or subjective within research comes with complications.
Whichever method is chosen, researchers must always be aware of their positioning in the
research and attuned to their biases and the effects this may have on the study. To account for
this, a journal was kept and recorded in periodically to keep a critical reflection on the research
and my role in it.
As many, if not all, of these NPO cross paths and have likely forged partnerships between
one another, participants may have been wary of sharing their experiences with someone who
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works within one of the NPO. Extra effort was made to assure participants that the things they
share are confidential, and will not directly identify themselves or their organization in the
report. Alternatively, participants may have been encouraged that an “insider” wants to look
deeper into creating positive services and further collaborate across organizations to do so.
Another potential dilemma is my social identity as a Settler. Given the historically
contentious relationship between Settler and Indigenous peoples, and the oppressive- and frankly
deadly- research that has been conducted by Settlers on Indigenous people, it can be assumed
that individuals may have been hesitant to engage in research with me, especially if they were
Indigenous themselves. To ensure my study remained ethical and appropriate, I relied on my
own critical self reflections, my academic committee; which is comprised of three professors
knowledgeable on these issues, two of whom are Indigenous; and the Indigenous Knowledge
Keeper throughout the research. Furthermore, individuals had an opportunity to member-check
their interview, which helped to ensure that what was recorded is accurate and true.
I am situated in a unique position where I am considered an ‘insider’, having worked with
an Indigenous population for a number of years, and at the same time, an ‘outsider’, as I do not
have many of the same lived experience or social identities that they do.
This middle space that I occupy where I am not fully insider nor fully an outsider is seen
as an advantage to the study. Working with this population certainly grants me a level of
awareness and understanding of the experiences of the members. Additionally, my access to
relevant gatekeepers helped with logistics and with the recruitment of participants. Similarly, my
work in the community might allow others to see me as an ally, and someone who can help to
create change as I hold membership within the organization. There is an opportunity here to
bring insider voices to the outside (Gair, 2012). Oftentimes there are concerns with insiders who
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may be blind to other experiences that do not resonate with theirs (Dwyer & Buckle, 2009).
However, as I am not Indigenous nor homeless, this is less of an issue. The benefits of my
position within the research are seen to outweigh the risks.
The research is inspired by what I have seen and heard from the Indigenous community
that I work with who are experiencing homelessness. It seeks to create positive and lasting
change for the community. Although I could not be sure of the direction that the research would
take, the surrounding literature on culturally appropriate programming and homelessness
supported the notion that services being offered to people should be relevant. I imagined that this
may specifically require local FBNPO to widen their spiritual programming to integrate and
promote more traditional Indigenous practices that are reflective of the majority population being
served.
It may inspire those NPO without any spiritual departments to otherwise incorporate that
into their workplace or to create space for these pathways to healing. This would require NPO to
make concerted efforts to employ elders, knowledge keepers, and Indigenous people that may be
able to provide and facilitate these types of teachings, ceremonies, and programming.
Hearing the voices of the community might encourage NPO to adopt a broader
understanding of what it means to be Indigenous, and the impact that traditional spiritual
practices can have on individual pathways to healing. Fostering and promoting that ancestral and
cultural identity may then be seen as pivotal in any humanitarian efforts within these
organizations. Furthermore, FBNPO may then find that their services and the faith which drives
them, have a greater potential to be truly restorative for all.
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Summary
To summarize, this chapter focused on the research framework and methodologies which
moved the study forward. The complications and challenges throughout the research process as
well as the ethical risks and limitations were identified and discussed. The participants of the
study were introduced, providing a bit of background and context to the findings found in the
next chapter. In this next chapter, the themes and responses of the participants from the
interviews are analyzed into five categories, which serve to highlight the nature and scope of the
issue at hand and how NPO can provide meaningful spiritual care to Indigenous populations
experiencing homelessness.
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Chapter 4
Findings
The research seeks to understand the ways in which NPO can provide meaningful
spiritual care, from service provider perspectives. It explored how NPO respond and deliver
spiritual care to a majority Indigenous population experiencing homelessness, and how their
worldviews and perspectives influence the provision of services and how that might impact the
community which they serve. As many of the largest organizations in the downtown core serving
this population are faith affiliated, a strong emphasis was laid on understanding how Christian
faith and spiritual services impact Indigenous people. The findings are divided into five
categories: 1) faith beliefs and spiritual services offered; 2) the role of spirituality in aiding those
who are experiencing homelessness; 3) Indigenous spirituality and Christian religious
compatibility; 4) NPO policies and barriers to promoting meaningful spiritual care; 5) FBNPO
responsibility and solutions for spiritual care. In this section I use participants’ understandings
and my own analysis to build upon the themes. To these domains this paper will now explore.
Faith Beliefs & Spiritual Services Offered
As mentioned earlier, five service providers in the downtown core area of Winnipeg were
interviewed. A Spiritual Care Leader was also interviewed, but their data will remain distinct and
separate from the other five interviews. This allows the data to more accurately reflect the
perspectives of NPO serving people experiencing homelessness in this area.
Of those five participants, all but one worked for a Christian affiliated organization. One
FBNPO faith affiliation was non-denominational evangelical and the other two were affiliated
with a Protestant denomination, closest to the Church of the Nazarene, with noted strong support
from Mennonites in the community. Evangelicals put a greater emphasis typically on spreading
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the message of Christ and converting individuals to the faith so that all may be saved. Their
statements of beliefs according to their organizational website highlight the literal interpretation
of the Bible, and the Bible as the inerrant and infallible word of God, as well as an understanding
that man is corrupt outside of a relationship with God thereby requiring salvation in order to
escape eternal damnation. These sentiments were also shared by another FBNPO statement of
beliefs, despite themselves declaring alignment with the Church of the Nazarene specifically.
The other FBNPO was more limited in their display of their beliefs, with no mention of
eschatological concerns and explained simply that their mission is to share the love of Christ,
that the Bible provides hope and that they serve to meet the needs of the community. The
FBNPO that had ties to the Church of the Nazarene, despite their shared sect of faith, varied in
what their spiritual care programs offered. This is true of all the FBNPO, despite some having
shared denominations or statements of beliefs. Participants had varying interpretations of the
Word and therefore exercised their spirituality in different ways which will soon be explored.
There is an understanding that all service delivery within the FBNPO flows from their
connection and relationship to God. Meaning the provision of practical needs for food, shelter,
and clothing are the manifestation of God’s love in action. That the employees are servants of the
faith, and perhaps a vessel for God’s love to reveal itself in pragmatic ways. In terms of spiritual
care programming, the organizations together employ a number of outlets for individuals to
connect. They offer Bible studies or small groups, chapels and services, one-on-one counselling,
worship and singing of traditional songs, drum circles, healing and sharing circles, and the
sharing of medicines and facilitation of sweat lodges and other ceremonies.
The FBNPO interviewed are each unique in the way that they address and understand
their faith and provide services. For example, although they all expressed Christian affiliation,
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some were comfortable with Indigenous cultural and spiritual practices as part of their spiritual
care programming, whereas others referred out as they could not accommodate other faith needs
(for reasons which will be later explored). As Christian organizations it can be assumed that they
want to provide Christian services, but there was discrepancy between participants over what that
might look like within spiritual care and whether Indigenous spirituality could or should be
accommodated. This will be discussed more closely in the section regarding Indigenous
spirituality and Christian religious compatibility. However, as a measure of deciding which
organizations could provide Indigenous populations with cultural spiritual care four factors were
considered: whether they had Indigenous staff in their spiritual care departments who held
Indigenous teachings; whether they had traditional sacred medicines (sage, cedar, tobacco, and
sweetgrass) on site; their understanding of the TRC and UNDRIP documents; and if they could
provide examples of where these calls to action and principles might be exemplified in their own
organization and programming. Of the four downtown organizations interviewed one was not
faith affiliated but allowed Indigenous teachings, medicines, and ceremonies to take place on-site
and had at least one staff to facilitate that, as well as an understanding of the TRC and UNDRIP
and cited their position as an example of those calls in action. On the other hand, the three
FBNPO were divided in their provision of Indigenous cultural practices, where only one met
these standards (with limitations, as will be discussed in the policies and barriers section) and the
other two did not. The other two did not have an Indigenous staff within their departments. One
did not hold medicines on site, and another would allow medicines and smudging on site, but this
access was only available when an outsider would come in to a specific program and bring these
things. Between the two, there was varied but limited understanding of the TRC and UNDRIP
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and therefore the participants were unable to appropriately recognize the ways in which their
organization may contribute to these ideals.
All organizations expressed that their spiritual care could be accessed by any community
members, and cited referring out to relevant and appropriate resources when they could not
facilitate the spiritual needs of the community within their own programming. For the FBNPO
this was done without any moral conflict, and a respect for people’s right to believe. Referrals,
partnerships and collaborations between groups were mentioned as a way to help meet the needs
of the community when resources, staff, funding, or knowledge was limited. Although these
numbers are shifting, the majority of Canadians today still consider themselves to be Christian,
and the majority of those utilizing services at these FBNPO are Indigenous. One might deduce
that Christianity and Indigenous spirituality would be the religions and practices that would then
be in greatest demand within FBNPO. One participant noted that for people looking for a
synagogue or temple, it is easy to connect them to these spaces and that there is not a large cause
to change programming dramatically, but that there may be barriers for Indigenous people.
Participant: Because it isn’t as spaced of a tradition, right? It isn’t a, we go to this place,
this temple, or this sacred space. Whereas many, if not most of the other traditions would
have that… [Indigenous people] don’t require a specific sacred space in order to happen.
Because there’s a belief that everything is sacred, that all of, you know, all of life is.
The participant noted that it is likely for this reason that they receive more requests for traditional
and cultural care within this population. Those who wish to engage in traditional practices would
need to connect to a community that facilitated ceremonies or could share teachings or
medicines. For those who may be homeless or bereft of these types of relationships, local
organizations may be the only connecting point for them to access this type of spiritual care. Of
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course, there are organizations that are Indigenous led and run which do cater to this population
and their spiritual needs, however, they are often underfunded and under-resourced. The largest
FBNPO which serve the Indigenous homeless population in the downtown core are clearly
limited in their ability to provide alternative faith practices outside of what has been established
by the Western Christian norm. It begs one to question whether their spiritual care programming
is truly inclusive and open for all if it cannot accommodate the historical teachings and practices
of the majority population for whom they claim to serve?
Indeed, those who offered more traditional structures and practices into their spiritual
programming found that the attendance of Indigenous people present was more reflective of the
broader numbers that they might see accessing food or other practical needs. The four NPO in
the downtown core all cited that their organizations serve a population of approximately 60-70%
Indigenous people. However, these numbers shift in spiritual care depending on the type of care
being provided.
Of the three FBNPO in this area, one organization stated that they would not see more
than 30% of Indigenous people attend their chapels. The chapels are open to the larger
community and also mandatory for those in their treatment program, which insinuates both an
underrepresentation of Indigenous people accessing treatment and suggests that perhaps those
within their chapel services are not necessarily there for the chapel but as part of the conditions
of their treatment.
This was also found in another site where only half of participants in treatment are
Indigenous, and Christian spiritual care is a large part of the treatment plan.
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Participant: We’ve had a number of Aboriginal guys come into the program and they’ve
told me flat out that they believe in native spiritual stuff… so those guys I’ve found half
the time… it’s not for them and they’ll go to another program.
Interestingly, as they described it, they found that there were actually more Indigenous people
attending their general chapel services then other racial groups, and proposed that this may be
because Indigenous people are very spiritual. On the other hand, this may be because those who
are wanting food need to attend a chapel service first.
Participant: We have chapel services twice a day, at lunch time and again, at supper time.
So before they have their meals, they come in for a chapel… a 15 minute chapel at
lunchtime. And then in evening time, we’d have a half hour chapel service. And we
would [before COVID19] bring all the street people into our cafeteria...
I always say when I’m, you know, whenever I do a sermon and then those chapels…
we’re going to give you the spiritual bread, the bread of life first, and then you can get the
physical bread, you know?
These service contingencies for addiction treatment or food indeed push a higher agenda. Being
an evangelical organization, their mission might be first and foremost to bring people to Christ as
a marker of lives saved. Perhaps this is why on every page of their website a running tally of
people who have found “new life in Christ” over the years is visibly advertised, whereas other
statistics are much harder to find. The paternalism of the organization is justified as it promotes
above all a relationship with Christ and understands it to be the most important quality in a
person's path to healing and wellness. Although the decision to find alternative treatment plans
was respected as a difference in spiritual backgrounds, it should also inspire reflection on how
this ostracizes those seeking help and challenge organizations to be critical about who their
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services are catering to. When 50% of the time those with traditional faith beliefs are unwilling
or unable to commit to your treatment program, it speaks to the need for a model which caters to
people’s cultural practices and belief systems. One participant noticed this barrier when trying to
refer her own clients to treatment programs.
Participant: a treatment program like [redacted]... Um, like they won’t, they won’t permit
any aspect of Aboriginal culture in their programming. And I speak to a lot of women
about that because they’re… looking for their treatment options and [redacted] is in the
city. So that’s a bonus. And it is longer term. You can eventually bring your children in.
So those are really strong selling points in terms of going there. But, but a lot of
Indigenous clients won’t choose that because their culture and like their regalia, and their
teaching, it’s just completely... completely taken out of that program. So that’s hard…
I’ve heard extreme things! Like even, like Indigenous jewelry, you’re not allowed to
wear. Like medallions and beaded earrings and stuff like that! Like that’s going a little bit
far, you know?... That works for a lot of the clientele, but it just seems to be kind of over
the top in terms of a person’s spirituality, and a person’s spiritual growth and that. The
women will often equate it with residential school. You know, and that’s sad because, I
mean, that’s a really good programming opportunity. It’s a really necessary program
opportunity. But there’s that Indigenous barrier to it.
This is echoed in my own experiences working with this population, where Christian treatment
programs ignore the role of Indigenous culture, by excluding it from the curriculum and teaching
model. For example, one such organization in the city requires that individual’s hair be cut short
despite the cultural significance long hair holds for those who are Indigenous. Furthermore, I
have colleagues who have shared that they take their clients to sweat lodges on a pass disguised
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to these organizations as a meeting with their social worker so that they can receive the cultural
treatment they are needing.
On the other hand, the FBNPO which does provide cultural services on site found that the
numbers within their spiritual care programming are reflective of the overall population when it
is provided in a culturally relevant format. So group programming and ‘community gatherings’
as they call them saw similar representation whereas one-on-one work was more attended by non
Indigenous people. In this way it is evident that there are cultural preferences towards certain
types of programming and the provision of multiple formats for spiritual care at this site helps to
balance and address the varying needs of the community.
Considering that almost three fourths of the community seeking services from these
organizations are Indigenous and that there is evident expression in numbers of cultural
programming being important to them, we must analyze the motivation and beliefs which limit
FBNPO abilities to include Indigenous spiritual practices into their programming. What is the
intent behind the provision of spiritual care within these organizations, and what role does it play
in eradicating homelessness?
The Role of Spirituality in Ending Homelessness
All organizations expressed the importance of spirituality as a major focal point in
working with marginalized and oppressed people. Many highlighted how their organizations met
the basic needs of the communities through food, clothing, and shelter, but that they would be
remiss to neglect the spiritual needs of the community. There was a strong understanding within
the NPO that all aspects of a person’s wellbeing must be addressed and that physical, emotional,
psychological, and spiritual needs must be attended to. Especially for the FBNPO, spirituality
was considered of utmost importance and fundamental to the work that they do. Spirituality is
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manifested through the expression of love. As one participant put it: “It’s about sharing Christ’s
love in practical ways… to share Christ’s love in whatever ways necessary”. Love was a major
theme considered to be pivotal in the emancipation of those struggling. This love was expressed
through practical ways in action, but also in more “philosophical and relational ways”. For
individuals to feel loved and to feel worthy were common aims and outcomes of connecting with
one’s spirituality. In essence, spiritual care seems to function to help individuals develop a more
positive sense of identity. To promote this, two different approaches were generally drawn.
There was typically an emphasis and focus on an individual’s identity in Christ or their identity
as Indigenous people. The following two sections of the thesis discuss what these concepts mean,
as well as what it means to believe in Creator or God.
Identity in Christ vs Identity as Indigenous People
Some organizations worked very hard to instill an identity in Christ for those who walked
through their doors. Believing that God’s love is transformative and that Jesus alone saves
encourages some FBNPO to deliver that message to service recipients above all else.
Participant: We believe that there’s a peace and a hope in Christ that can’t be found
anywhere else… They’re embracing the fact that they’re loved by this Supreme Being.
And if you have a holy and perfect God who loves you, who are you not to love
yourself?... then they want to look after themselves. They want to better their lives
It was expressed by two participants how individuals may be lacking family or a home, and that
the church can be a source of belonging for them, where they can have a church home and a
church family to identify and connect with, and to care about them.
There was also an emphasis on how historical injustices have robbed individuals of their
identity as Indigenous people and that that needs to be rebuilt in order to experience healing.
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Participant: There’s things that have gone missing in their life, whether it’s language,
whether it’s the culture and that, and that all has to do with people’s identity… not
everybody necessarily recognizes the huge, huge value of language and culture… when I
think about my people, I know that so much of the [pain] has to do with not belonging…
if you understand, you know, they have importance and value. Our songs and our dances
and our, and everything that this is to our healing and identity.
Participant: There’s been specifically for... Indigenous [people], an attempt at basically
deconstructing an identity, deconstructing a sense of the spirit of Indigenous people.
There’s been oppression and clearly we can see that... Indigenous folks have, they’ve
been surrounded and marginalized and oppressed. Um, and in that their own identity and
their own spirituality has been attempted to be erased and negated. And um, in many
ways completely attempted to be abolished. And so the work specifically for Indigenous
people that they’ve identified is their need for identity, their need for reclaiming their
culture, their own spirituality, their sense of purpose, their sense of meaning, their sense
of worth...so for... Indigenous folks, that is what I have heard and read is one of the
number one strategies, ways to, to kind of combat their experiences.
Participant: the access to spiritual counseling and spiritual programming and just kind of
allowing people to have that expression and to in some cases, gain that, their own cultural
competency. It empowers a person and that’s transformative.
You can take a person a long way just by letting them kind of experience who they are,
who they really are, you know? And I think that kind of lifts them up a little bit
sometimes… connecting with the culture kind of realigns them with who they are, who
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they could be and who they’re meant to be, you know?... I’ve seen that on many
occasions… And you can see ‘em. You can see that transformation in people.
These expressions certainly align themselves well with Thistle’s (2017) understanding of
Indigenous homelessness as a result of their being colonized. Patrick (2014) also discusses the
concept of spiritual homelessness and defines it as a “crisis of personal identity wherein a
person’s understanding or knowledge of how they relate to country, family and Aboriginal
identity systems is confused or lacking” and can seriously affect one’s mental health (p. 13).
Therefore, those without an understanding of one's Indigenous identity, might render themselves
spiritually homeless. A lack of knowledge about a person’s Indigenous identity then does affect
their spirituality, their mental, emotional and physical wellbeing. These things do all seem to be
interconnected and there is acknowledgement by scholars and some service providers that to
repair these harms and restore what was stolen, opportunities to reconnect with identity and
spirituality must be provided.
It is clear that people can find meaning, value, purpose, and healing both in their
relationship to Christ and/or to their indigeneity. However, oftentimes it feels that these two
aspects of identity are dichotomized and are not provided opportunities to come together in the
same place or within the same organization. How would the Indigenous homeless community be
impacted if these two aspects of identity were not considered to be mutually exclusive? What
might happen if people were accepted and encouraged both in their indigeneity and in whatever
faith practices and beliefs they subscribed to? The Indigenous Spiritual Leader recalled an
experience that occurred in his church where an Inuit woman was so personally moved to tears
from seeing an Inuksuk as part of the imagery within the building. When he asked her about it
she said ‘you know, this is the first time I’ve ever been able to see something of myself,
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something from my culture, uh, in a church’. What a beautiful opportunity for restoration
FBNPO could promote if they opened themselves up to these realities. How much closer to
healing could Indigenous people become if FBNPO stopped the cycle of oppression that has
been seen in residential schools and past laws where culture was forbidden, where ceremonies
and sacred medicines are banned, their teachings, their art, their being deemed lesser than what
the church offers; but instead welcomed their culture and where aspects of their identity as
Indigenous people would be evident, visible, and accessible within these organizations? What
beliefs motivate this tension and the exclusion of Indigenous identity and practices? How come
some FBNPO cannot reconcile themselves with these concepts? Why is Christianity and
Indigenous spirituality oftentimes seen as incompatible?
Christianity & Indigenous Spirituality Compatibility
This section will be divided into two parts in order to examine some of the layers
regarding the compatibility between Christianity and Indigenous spirituality. To do this
participants explored who Creator is and the similarities and differences between Creator and
God; and the risk of syncretism.
Is Creator God?
There seemed to be incongruency with some participants as they spoke about their
relationships and understanding of Indigenous practices and how they related to their own
services offered. For example, all participants acknowledged a respect and love for Indigenous
people and their culture, but only some could identify tangible and sensible examples of how this
culture is actually endorsed or supported within their organization. For example, one participant
remarked how “God loves diversity. And, and so what we do is we help them [Indigenous
people] embrace, uh, that side of their culture and accept who they are as a person”. However at
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another point in the interview they expressed how individuals are not allowed to smudge because
they’re “trying to get them to focus on their relationship with Christ and finding peace with
Christ.” They go on to say:
So we’ll see if they’re open... to do doing that, to focusing on that. And if they’re not
comfortable with it and they want to go with native spirituality, then again, we’ll hook
them up with a group that does that.
When further pressed to identify an example of how this love of diversity might be welcomed or
showcased within the organization, the participant pointed to the sheer number of Indigenous
people and other ethnic groups in which they serve. Of course, if we were to determine and
measure the acceptance of Indigenous people by the number of those served, residential schools,
child welfare, and our criminal justice system could then claim the most love and acceptance
ever seen for this population. I personally have had other conversations with another manager
within this organization this year who had indicated that they did not condone Indigenous
artwork within their building and was astounded that a crucifix and dreamcatcher might be found
together in other FBNPO. If this mentality is pervasive throughout the organization, I am hard
pressed to believe that a person’s indigeneity would be supported or promoted beyond referring
them out to other organizations for their cultural needs.
NPO which could reconcile the two worldviews oftentimes perceived them to be
complementary to one another and understood traditional practices as deriving from culture
rather than a difference in beliefs. When NPO looked at Christianity as we know it today in
North America to be shaped by ancestral European culture and thought, it was easier for
individuals to recognize how another culture might have shaped the ways in which the same
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message is understood or practiced. Organizations then could find symmetry and similarities in
the message despite it being delivered in a package that may look unfamiliar.
Indigenous Spiritual Leader: whenever they hear Indigenous spirituality, they think of
“Ooh”, right. Animism, or... idol worship or something really strange and magical, or
even demonic and the use of voodoo or whatever you want to call it. That kind of thing
has been very much a part of the non-Indigenous population, those at least [in] the
Christian population anyway, because they really do believe that the European way of
worshiping and doing things and walking as a Christian is the right way to do it...
Connecting the two [worldviews] has become a really beautiful thing to see… cause a lot
of Indigenous people over the years have been told your culture is evil. But when you
really look at it and think it through and apply it to Christian principles, and to scripture,
you’ll find that there’s a lot of beautiful connecting points. It is those connecting points
that we focus on and try to bring out… and how loved that they have been by God and
that they really don’t need to give up anything from within themselves in order to follow
God... it’s been in the past that you had to become white in order to be a good Christian.
And so a lot of Indigenous people have done that which is unfortunate.
These thoughts were echoed by all participants, but as displayed earlier, an appreciation for God
loving diversity did not always result in programming which reflected or encouraged that same
diversity in meaningful ways. FBNPO who believed that Christianity and Indigenous spirituality
carried the same messages were more able to incorporate Indigenous teachings and practices into
their programming and would use Creator or God interchangeably depending on those being
served to reflect the congruency between the two. For example, one participant said:
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Participant: especially when we’re speaking with Indigenous folks, I will use the word
Creator because God is our creator. And so I have no problem saying that. And that for a
lot of them seems to connect even easier then.
Participant: I carry, you know, the same kind of belief in Creator and God… I do it in a
different way because I like to use my language and my songs. I like to tell the stories.
Indigenous Spiritual Leader: Creator is God… Indigenous people, I always say generally
believe that the Creator, those who are Christian is the same Creator that was here...
before the arrival of missionaries. And I think the walk that we’ve had over the years and
from the teachings that we’ve had reflects that. And the one who made everything and the
one who made everyone in Cree, one of our traditional names for Creator is the Father of
All. And so it’s pretty easy to think the Creator is God. You know, the whole Trinity.
And so it’s just that now with Christ and... the teaching of Christ comes this new concept
of God as Trinity: Father, Son, and Holy Spirit. Although I believe that those things have
already been there anyway. Right? So we have the Great Spirit which we can talk about
that. And then we have God the Father, we talked about that. The only thing that really
was missing was God the Son. So theologically, a lot of the traditional teachings of the
Creator is very much the same as the teachings of scripture… Cause we have the same
God. You just do it your way and we do it our way.
If this is true, then people would not need to choose which way to meet with God, how to pray or
connect with Creator. The universality of Christ and his teachings remain strong while
recognizing that there are various ways that the Creator has revealed themselves and therefore
many ways to exercise a person’s spirituality. On the other hand, for some this might feel like a
separation from what people know and therefore alternative spiritual practices could be
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interpreted as unorthodox and even evil. Protestants believe in the literal interpretation of the
Bible, and the Bible as the authoritative word of God. Jesus says in the Bible that he is “the way
and the truth and the life. No one comes to the Father except through me” (John 14:6, New
International Version). This verse is oftentimes used to articulate and persuade individuals that
there is no other way to believe and live that is true and authentic outside of a life devoted to
Jesus Christ. This verse allows Christians to exercise their supposed superiority with ease, as the
Son of God confirms it. Therefore, why would Christians need to bother themselves with
learning other ways of being, seeing, and knowing? Additionally, why would Christians
encourage other practices outside of what they determine to be Christian? If foreign practices are
not recognized as a legitimate or a God revealed way to connect, then the amalgamation of
Creator and God creates questions and concerns around syncretism.
Syncretism
There is a teaching that some express to showcase how Christianity and Indigenous
spirituality are compatible with one another. The teaching uses the metaphor of a railroad track,
where two separate tracks head in the same direction and when you follow the line far enough
with your eye it appears as if they come together. This metaphor attempts to reason how there
can be two separate ways to get to the same place and at the end of it all they seem to come
together, or are closely related. Jacobs (2000) believes this analogy to be dangerous and
highlights that no matter what our eyes perception might be, it is an illusion as the tracks never
actually come together. Comparatively, the Indigenous Spiritual Leader brought up the two roads
analogy and said that really it is just one road, that they share the same meaning and purpose.
These two perspectives were found to varying degrees amongst the participants studied.
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Some participants, like Jacobs (2000), believed that God created Indigenous cultures but
that ultimately cultural aspects must be analyzed and evaluated through the Word of God which
does not support all cultural practices. He claims that there must be discernment in which beliefs
and traditions continue, which ones are compatible with Christianity. He calls this the
“sanctification of Indian culture” where what is good from Indigenous culture is kept and what is
pagan or bad is exempt from Christian practices. He believes that culture is not good or bad in
and of itself. That we do not have to accept all or abandon all, but that all cannot sit or be
congruent with the Word (syncretism) and therefore must not be wholly adopted. Jacobs writes:
“The syncretist says, ‘the Indian burns cedar and cleanses his mind with the smoke just like the
Christian does with the blood of Christ. Therefore, I will cleanse my mind with the smoke and
the blood of Christ’” (p. 187). He believes it to be a farce to engage in both as “you cannot drink
from the cup of the Lord and from the cup of demons; you cannot eat at the Lord’s table and at
the demons’ table” (1 Corinthians 10:21, NLB as cited in Jacobs, 2000, p. 187). Another
participant however has spoken about how Jesus burned incense in the temple, and is that not
similar to burning cedar or other sacred medicines?
West (1996) reminds us that Christianity itself was derived from Judaism and Jesus’s life
is understood best within Jewish culture. Friesen (2000) also notes that a
comparison of Hebrew tribal culture with that of the Aboriginal Peoples will reveal a
great deal of similarity in belief and practice... Logically, then, it should not be surprising
to note that if the theology of First Nations in its tribal form bore resemblance to that of
the Hebrews, it would also have much in common with Christianity. (p. 18)
So who gets to decide when something “fits”? Where does Christianity draw the line and create
boundaries on what is Christian or not? How come the blood of Jesus (the drinking of wine or
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fruit juice) cleanses but the burning of sage, sweetgrass, tobacco or cedar does not? Both
practices can be found in scripture. Although it is not explicitly stated that Jesus burned incense
it can be assumed at the very least that that would have been an accepted and typical practice
within the temples he frequented. Indeed, incense alters are discussed or referred to in many
books of the Bible including Exodus (30:34-38), Book of Chronicles (1 Chronicles 28:18 and 2
Chronicles 2:4), and Hebrews (9:3-4).
However, there is something disconcerting with the idea that Indigenous spirituality can
only be accepted upon its ability to conform or align itself with Christianity. It is only true then
as it relates to Christian principles and is not identified as sovereign in and of itself. In this way it
is dependent on Christianity within FBNPO for its survival, Indigenous spirituality camouflages
itself to fit in with its surroundings and maintain its existence in these spaces. Alternatively, it
seems like a great appropriation of the term Creator when it is articulated by service providers
with little understanding of Indigenous spirituality and is used in order to reach Indigenous
people.
Participant: I believe we have one, God is the Creator. You know, he oversees, sees
everything, but not everybody believes in God. But I will openly share and say, ‘hey,
God loves you folks’. Or, ‘Hey, the Creator loves you. You’re important’.
This is a surreptitious way to engage people who may not be interested in a FBNPO Christian
God. What is concerning is that this FBNPO does not actually have any Indigenous chaplains or
spiritual care staff employed who understand the teachings of Creator or the means to exercise
more traditional practices on site. In this way, Christianity too seems to package itself in a
wrapping that seems to cater to the traditional spirituality of Indigenous people even though it
does not. So it can be seen that both Indigenous spirituality and Christianity transform
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themselves or profuse similarities in order to be accepted within the culture in which it is trying
to enter.
One participant noted that individuals might feel that to endorse Indigenous spirituality
may feel like a deviation from their own Christianity. This then might contradict and violate their
understanding and beliefs around God being the only way to salvation, the ultimate truth. This
participant expressed throughout the interview however that these changes or creating of space
“doesn’t diminish the Christian rootedness, it just enhances” it and allows people to connect with
the programming wherever they are at. The NPO which could facilitate both did not concern
themselves with choosing a side, but seemed open to all teachings and practices with the
understanding that diversity could help expand and compliment their understanding of truths
rather than separate them.
Essentially, NPO which could integrate both spiritual teachings held a posture of willing
to celebrate the similarities and learn from the differences. NPO then did not see the acceptance
of one practice to diminish the value of another. We do not need to dichotomize the two
worldviews, but that in accepting a two-eyed seeing of both thoughts we find ourselves closer to
the truth. This was found in one organization that recruited an Indigenous elder or knowledge
keeper to share their experiences within the FBNPO.
Participant: it was accessing the Christian and the Indigenous worldview… it actually
helped to bring things together… that helped the people to talk more openly… Just being
able to learn there as well.
Another participant explained how they are able to incorporate other teachings into their spiritual
care programming:
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Participant: I will often at the start kind of explain, you know, in this meditation, we
might be inviting you to imagine… God, and for some of you that might be imagining
Jesus and for others that might be imagining Creator or Spirit… the Christian imagining
would be there, but there’s always a perspective of having everyone access it from where
they come from.
Another Indigenous participant was shocked to be invited into a FBNPO (“they actually let me
go in there”) to share their teachings with those who held Christian beliefs, but expressed how
enjoyable it was and how “progressive” they found that invitation to be. This shock is not
unfounded, as another Indigenous participant mentioned “very often we don’t get to go and
speak at churches… we’ve always been said: ‘Oh yeah, we want to have you!’ but it just doesn’t
happen”.
Deloria (2003) and West (2000) both describe the benefits of bringing the two
perspectives together where they can mutually benefit and inform one another. However, when
we believe that the Bible is the infallible Word of God it closes off other understandings which
have been helpful for other people groups and also could greatly benefit our current Settler
Christians. Is not something lost or diminished from the Christian faith if it cannot accept other
teachings? How much greater would our understandings and spirituality be if we could
relinquish ourselves from our own “religiously ethnocentric universe” (Deloria, 2003, p. 135). If
Westerners are the only ones able to evaluate religion with accuracy, and Indigenous spirituality
can only be validated and affirmed as it aligns with Christian doctrine, we will be very limited in
our ability to appreciate new revelations of God.
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Some participants described a fear of service providers that incorporating new
understandings or practices would corrupt or take away from their faith. They may have been
taught that Indigenous faith practices are witchcraft, demonic, or wrong.
Indigenous Spiritual Leader: Well, a lot of that comes from the historic history, right.
Being told by missionaries that you need to change in order to be a Christian. Change,
yes. Right. But not give up your whole entire being, which is exactly what happened to
Indigenous people in the past...The gospel didn’t just come by itself. It came with
assimilation. It came with colonization. It came with taking away from Indigenous
people’s land and it came with genocide, cultural genocide…
When we spend our time expending energy into deciphering which faith practices are true, truer
or truest, pitting one against the other through a process of dichotomization, it negates that which
could be informative and beneficial (West, 2000). When practices are either true or untrue, good
or bad, it limits a person’s ability to see beyond their “one way thinking” as one participant
recalled and “there’s fear connected with that”. For even truth is contested within Christianity.
The things that were once seen as true by majority Christians, are not considered so today. There
are many examples of this throughout history. Slave owners who continued to preach from the
pulpit were morally uncompromised, justified in their actions, and were found each Sunday at
the church; nuns ran residential schools, and so on. Today, the interpretation of biblical ‘truths’
are in some areas specifically denying the Indigenous homeless population access to culturally
relevant pathways to healing. So what is true, good, and noble? How should Christians navigate
their understanding of the Other and their traditions, practices, and beliefs? Jesus was once asked
what the greatest commandment was in the law. He replied:
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Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your
mind.’ This is the first and greatest commandment. And the second is like it: ‘Love your
neighbor as yourself.’ All the Law and the Prophets hang on these two commandments”.
(Matthew 22: 36-40, New International Version)
Jesus says that loving your neighbor as yourself is like loving God with all your heart. That Jesus
is among us and can be found in our neighbours and in the least of these (Matthew 25:40).
Therefore, as Christians we must extend the same privileges that have been afforded to us, we
“do to others what [we] would have them do to [us]” (Matthew 7:12, New International
Version). White Settlers who have even a limited understanding of their past will know that
many Christians fled to Canada to escape persecution and spiritual violence. Many regimes
banned Christianity as they felt it to be in opposition to their government. Churches were
destroyed and Christians and clergy were persecuted in various ways when found practicing. We
do not love our neighbour as ourselves if once we are free we enact the same violence onto
others. As Kennedy-Kish et al. (2017) state, “Settlers came to Canada to escape oppression and
after coming to Canada they simply changed places and became the oppressors” (p. 12). Jesus
may not look the way we expect him to. A baby in a manger (Luke 2:12), a stranger or a prisoner
(Matthew 25: 35-36), but whatever actions we took for our neighbour, Jesus says we did to him.
If we have been given freedom to practice our spirituality, who are we to deny that to others?
Perhaps then, one way to serve Jesus is by serving our Indigenous neighbours who seek access to
their traditional and spiritual customs. Perhaps syncretism does not take away from our
relationship to God and His truths, but rather enhances our understanding and brings us closer to
serving Him.
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In recognition of some of the theological issues and perspectives regarding the
compatibility of Christianity and Indigenous spirituality, a greater exploration into the policies
and barriers which limit and impede on service providers ability to provide traditional spiritual
care are next explored.
Policies & Barriers
Knowledge of the TRC and UNDRIP in Anticipating Culturally Relevant Services
There was a strong connection between those who understood the calls to action as
outlined by the TRC and the principles of UNDRIP, and their commitment to providing cultural
services on site or within their departments. Although I suspect that the Canadian population at
large has little understanding of these documents, NPO, especially FBNPO, that work so closely
with Indigenous people might want to familiarize themselves with Indigenous issues and adhere
to the guidelines laid out to repair the past and prevent future harms.
Of the three FBNPO, two were quite unfamiliar with UNDRIP. Of those two, one was
also not familiar with the TRC and the other one had a sense of what it was about but could not
speak to any specific calls to action that they adhere to or are working towards. This participant
credited their service to Indigenous people and encouraging them to accept their identity as part
of the TRC but could not list any particular ways in which they actually do this (as mentioned
earlier, the sheer scope of people served does not promote individuals to accept their identity as
Indigenous people and cannot be seen as a way in which organizations do this either). These
organizations were also the most limited in their ability to provide culturally relevant spiritual
care for Indigenous populations. The other FBNPO could talk about TRC and UNDRIP with
greater depth and also had more cultural care aspects within their spiritual programming.
Interestingly, this FBNPO still came up against barriers and believed that there was still a lot of
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work to be done within the organization to more closely reflect and align itself to these
standards.
Participant: I think there’s probably only about two or three really of the 94 calls to action
that are happening a little bit, you know, and not consistently, but are happening within
[organization]
The other central NPO was unaware if the TRC and UNDRIP were explicitly expressed in policy
but figured that their position, the hiring of Indigenous staff and the cultural work that they do
would reflect those calls and that the organization is “immersed in that [work] for sure”. The
Indigenous Spiritual Leader also had a strong understanding and commitment to the TRC and
UNDRIP and could provide examples of how they adhere to the calls and recommendations
through educating their clergy and promoting Indigenous practices and Indigenous sovereignty.
These findings shed light on two important things. First, how those who have engaged
with this literature and have familiarity with these documents are more likely to fulfill their
intent by creating space or advocating for culturally relevant programming. Those who were
familiar with the TRC and UNDRIP had programming which adhered more closely to these
standards and calls to action. Secondly, two thirds of the FBNPO studied needed much more
improvement in first educating themselves on these matters, and all needed improvement in the
implementation of these directives.
Unity & Division within Organizations
Unsurprisingly and most appropriately, NPO which had Indigenous staff in these
departments were also the organizations which could facilitate traditional Indigenous teachings
and spiritual practices. That said, the employment of Indigenous people within these otherwise
relatively homogeneous Christian work environments created much strain for the Indigenous
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people employed. The task laid out for Indigenous people working within these departments is a
great one, where they are responsible for indigenizing the spiritual care programming, working
with community, training staff in cultural sensitivity, and given few if any other Indigenous
employees or other individuals working alongside them in the same way for support.
This problem seemed less prevalent amongst the other organizations' spiritual care
departments. Many participants were hard-pressed to determine areas in their department where
policies or certain spiritual care practices that they wanted to implement were discouraged or
unsupported. There are two likely reasons for this, which I believe this participant accurately
describes:
Participant: You don’t gotta worry about that at all [pushback from organization]. You’re
free to talk about… the gospel. You’re free to talk about Christ and your beliefs and you
don’t have to worry about filtering things so people don’t get offended… We all support
one another in our beliefs. You know, it’s a kind of part of the body of Christ, part of the
church. And so being able to work somewhere where you pray together and you were on
the same page with beliefs and everything, it just makes everything run a lot more, more
smoothly.
Spiritual care departments that employ like-minded individuals are perhaps less likely to have
qualms amongst staff. These departments did not hold Indigenous staff and there would likely
not be pushback from people with other belief systems. Each chaplain would offer similar
spiritual care services stemming likely from shared privileges and characteristics which inform
their faith understandings.
Interviewer: are there any policies in your spiritual care department that make it hard for
you to facilitate spiritual care?
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Participant: No… like I’m limited in one sense of how I can, if I can provide help in their
faith background. I don’t have that knowledge. I don’t have that ability, but again, then I
can refer out. One thing that is limiting for them is that they can’t smudge inside the
building.
In this way, limited knowledge and Indigenous staff in these departments is not seen as a
problem for the chaplain, but one that is apparent for the community. So long as there is a long
resource list, chaplains can continue to source out unconcerned.
Similarly, this tension was also seemingly absent with the NPO that did not subscribe or
affiliate to any one faith. Therefore there was no moral conflict in these organizations if they
were faced with an Indigenous person wanting to smudge for example. Even if they do not
themselves subscribe to these practices, faith belief or culture, their only conundrum would be in
resourcing the request appropriately, like the participant listed above. Those who had the
freedom to exercise their faith in their organization, whether Christians in a Christian
organization, or traditional workers in a non-faith affiliated organization, felt the most freedom,
and autonomy which impacted their outlook on the organization positively.
Participant: I’m kind of lucky in that I have… a high degree of autonomy, like I kind of
do my thing… That’s what gets me out of bed in the morning is knowing that I can take
my plan for what I’m going to do culturally, I can take my plan for what I’m going to do
in my group and just kind of go and do it. People will offer suggestions and ‘could you
do this’ or ‘could you bring that’ kind of thing. But nobody has ever come to me and said
you have to, you have to not do that. Like you can’t do that here kind of thing. I’ve never
had that experience in these, in these jobs. It’s really encouraging that way, and I think
it’s good for the clients as well… I’m really lucky with that. I try to kind of honor… that
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gift. Because I see that as management giving me that gift to like bring the best
programming that I can. So I try and kind of pay that back and pay it forward at the same
time.
This participant could run more traditional groups with much freedom, seemingly because the
community was asking for it and the NPO is responsive to whatever the community needs are
and not tied to adhere to any one form of spiritual care. The full support of their organization
enabled them to work optimally and provide the best programming that they could.
It is the middle ground where there seemed to be the most tension. Organizations which
on one end hold firm stances and uniform understanding in their spiritual care or, on the other
end, do not hold any stance per say in spiritual matters felt the most freedom to do their work.
However, the organization which was Christian faith affiliated and employed a traditional
Indigenous spiritual care leader seemed divided in where the boundaries between Christian and
un-Christian now were. More than just pushback, the Indigenous staff there seemed to frequently
hit a brick wall.
Diversity & Cultural Work
Individuals who are hired to do diversity or cultural work in environments where there
historically has not been much diversity or the encouragement of other cultural groups have a
heavy workload indeed. The dominant worldviews and perspectives within organizations can
often create conflict for those who have been hired on to provide alternative ways of doing the
work and identifying problems.
Participant: there is conflict... There’s conflict because there isn’t... a clear way forward
for many Christians of how to... I would say how to partner and engage with other faiths
and other traditions. And so it’s been a learning curve of how to share and teach about
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what it means to partner with people from other faith traditions and... what it means to be
a Christian organization. And what it could look like to offer traditions from another or
ceremonies and practices from another tradition… and still... not lose our own, not lose
the Christian teachings and practices.
Participant: there are policies that are in place that do make it difficult because there are
restrictions. And some of the policies have to do with... I guess partially because they’re
written by non-Indigenous people. And, and a Board of Governors that is not really local
or deeply involved in the lives of Indigenous people. And nor do they carry, nor do they
understand... the story or have taken real responsibility for their part in the history of
colonialism here.
This particular FBNPO had mentioned that the gaps in traditional knowledge within their
spiritual care program “necessitated” their having a spiritual care staff on site who is Indigenous
and can provide cultural and spiritual teachings. However, this step forward is clearly not
without its growing pains. Beyond providing care to community and staff, and educating cultural
awareness and sensitivity within the organization, their time also seemed to demand a great
amount of advocating for the autonomy of their program and against oppressive policies.
Participant: I think our barriers are more in misunderstanding or misinterpretation of
what’s happening. And then that kind of spirals out into... bigger questions, which end up
maybe forcing or trying to force some new rules or new policies. Fortunately, none of
them have happened… I think it’s more so almost attempts at policymaking, but
nothing’s happened yet.
There seems to be a desire within spiritual care to organise and facilitate cultural care for
Indigenous people, and yet pushback from higher up within the organization about what this
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might mean. This brings into question why the organization even allowed a traditional
Indigenous individual to be employed within spiritual care if they cannot endorse the knowledge
and skill set that this person might bring to the position. Indeed, this participant expressed
frustration in being excluded from tasks which theoretically should have been specifically
designated to them. For example, this participant was not consulted in the production of an
organization wide policy around smudging despite there being “confusion”, “conversation” and
“pushback” during this time from other staff. In the end, smudging has been allowed to continue
with guidelines. It is peculiar though how this staff’s opinion was not sought out on these issues.
Participant: Even though they write about it and they now allow it, it’s still highly
oppressive and domineering. And, and I thought to myself, I am the spiritual care advisor,
Indigenous spiritual care advisor. And no one has had a conversation with me about what
they wrote!... Like none. Nobody… And it’s so sacred, you know?
What was avoided, what was lost by avoiding these conversations with potentially the one staff
on site most qualified to speak on these issues? This negligence suggests an unwillingness to
learn or hear from individuals who may have different opinions, even if those people are the ones
with the most expertise. This constant exclusion led the participant to feel isolated, unsupported
and invisible.
Participant: when I talked about just being invisible and not having these conversations,
it’s like anytime that they’ve had the events here, there’s always been somebody that is
non-Indigenous giving them tobacco, giving them all of these things. Even though I’ve
been here. You know? And so those kinds of things were things that are real significant
that people don’t put enough, people don’t put enough onus on their value and
significance, you know? Well and it’s like this sacred right. It’s like a protocol… how
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many things are actually happening within organizations, within [their organization] that
actually do diminish the sacredness and the importance and the value [of Indigenous
practices]?
On the surface, one might be encouraged by the things that this organization does; the
sweatlodges, smudging, the sharing of medicines, and other teachings it provides. These things
are good and are practices that the spiritual care department there were proud of. However, it was
clear that these improvements were hard fought and that there was still tension regarding how
these practices were enacted. There seemed to be discrepancy between what the spiritual care
department wants to do and what upper management is ready to commit to. This lack of
commitment was not considered due to financial limitations, but because of beliefs around these
practices. So although this organization can point to these traditional practices and their
Indigenous spiritual care staff as evidence that they are following the TRC, and that they are
interested in providing culturally relevant services, the actual staff employed to do these things
would disagree to the extent that this is actually true. In this way, the hiring of this individual is
shown as evidence of the organization's support for these practices, it becomes the resolution to
the problem rather than actually addressing the problem. Ahmed (2017) talks about this from her
own experiences being a part of diversity work within various institutions. Individuals who are
hired to do diversity work, or cultural work are hired because there is a supposed need and lack
within the organization. However, the work that they do is often put on a pedestal to showcase
that this work is being done, without actually having to do anything more. Ahmed (2017) recalls
a situation where she resigned from her position within a prestigious American college because
she did not feel that it was committed to upholding the values of equality and fighting sexism.
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The university made a counter-statement to her resignation and explained that they have events
and talks to discuss these issues; thus,
the event that was claimed as evidence of what the college was doing came about because
of what the college was not doing. Feminist work in addressing institutional failure is
appropriated as evidence of institutional success… the work you do to expose what is not
being done is used as evidence of what has been done.” (Ahmed, 2017, p. 111)
Similarly, we can point to the fact that smudging is allowed within this space, but it has already
been mentioned how this particular staff does not agree with the language used in the policy, and
regards the rules around the practice still to be “oppressive and domineering”.
Participant: There is nowhere that I can smudge freely without being paranoid. You
know, there’s not a single spot within here that I feel like I can go through and I should
be able to… it’s very frustrating… I mean, there would be so much more, I believe
happening if, if there was just the freedom to do that... So you’ll have better ventilation.
Things are made so that...I can close the vent if I need to.
I’ve asked for one room to even store my belongings, but I don’t have it, you know? And
it’s like if I had one room where I could store my drums, my hides, my arts, you know,
my rattles, my… Like our Pow Wow drum that we’ve made that’s dried out because
there is no place for it, but also because people cannot come and take care of it as they
need to. That’s part of our protocol.
These statements bring to light a few things. First, that if they were given the freedom to do the
work they were hired to do, the program would be stronger. This was echoed by the participant
quoted earlier who was supported in their organization to do this work. Secondly, they talk about
access. A room to access and store belongings. Ventilation so that the risks of smudging inside
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are mitigated and the practice is more accessible for community. To say that these practices are
allowed without giving the space or access for them is to deny them. If we cannot change the
structure of the organization, the organization becomes a barrier. When an event is held that is
open to all but does not provide wheelchair access, it is not open to all. When an organization
says you can smudge or make a drum but does not provide a space where these things can be
done or stored, it is not allowing for these things to happen. This is the conundrum with all
FBNPO interviewed. God loves diversity, they love diversity, Indigenous people are accepted,
but their traditional practices are not, or not fully. The acceptance of Indigenous people has its
limitations in these spaces. It should also be acknowledged that this individual does not have full
time hours despite the community need and personal will to be there full time.
Participant: somebody said to me that, you know, ‘you’re probably not going to get full
time now’. And then I said, the only reason I would not get full time is because you guys
don’t think I’m important enough or what I do is important enough. It has nothing to do
with the money.
Diversity work, cultural work is oftentimes seen as less important and less valuable. Those who
are “not”, those who do not typically fit, those who are not in the majority (for example, not
white, not straight, not Christian, not able bodied), are most often called to do this work (Ahmed,
2017). Those who are in privileged and majority groups, do not typically concern themselves
with this work and leave it to others. This ambivalence creates the wall that these workers are
often up against. It cannot be understood what is not known. Cultural workers in these spaces are
working with people who are rather than are not, making their work harder to be known,
recognized, and understood. When someone is brought in to change the space, to change the
dynamic and offer what has historically been denied there will be challenges. In this case it is
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decolonizing and indigenizing work, which demands change from what has historically been
determined as normal, right, and true. This is good work, but it can distract and take away from
the work they were hired to do with community.
Participant: Even though we have really nice people around and we have people that are,
you know, have qualified in different areas, so much of my time is spent educating and
building this relationship and making sense of things with individual staff one on one
whenever I can, in whatever way… I teach and I share things… but that takes another 45
minutes you know? And so that’s something that happens regularly.
If an employee is hired to do cultural work but is spending a fair amount of time advocating to be
able to do that work, and for people to understand that work, then they actually do not end up
doing that much of the work they were initially hired to do. The educating of staff is important,
as is advocating against policies, however it can be quite a burdensome and taxing endeavour if
the staff entrusted to do so has few supports and limited time. Although minority groups are best
able to hold up the mirror to show Settlers how their worldviews affect them (Carlson, 2016), the
task of getting individuals to look in the mirror should not fall on these groups. As Oluo (2018)
states, it is an exhausting task for people of color to have to explain race issues to white people
and that people need to be doing their own research. People of color have already done this
work, the mirror is there so to speak, Settlers need only to confront themselves with it and with
themselves. Furthermore, DiAngelo (2018) highlights how our reliance on having others explain
these issues to us reinforces the problematic notion that we sit outside of these matters rather
than being culpable to them. She also explains that when the onus is on minority groups to
explain their position it maintains the unbalanced power relations as individuals need to
articulate themselves and their perspective in a way palatable to their audience and where the
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listener is free to scrutinize as they see fit. Knowing that the listener is in the majority and in a
position to challenge and contest freely that which has been vulnerably and generously shared
consequently puts these individuals at risk of the further denial of their experiences and
worldviews and the associated harms that come with that. If all staff felt a responsibility to better
understand cultural diversity and spirituality, some of the pressures would be alleviated on the
worker so that they can do the work with the community that they were hired to do. If staff can
see themselves in relationship to these issues despite their ignorance, organizations might be
better situated to seek out information to inform themselves. Diversity and cultural work then
might be better understood by the organization's collective body, rather than having one staff
responsible to enlighten the whole group. The challenges faced by Indigenous people within this
organization may have led to the high number of them resigning.
Participant: does anybody look and say, why have we lost eight Indigenous employees in
the past eight months? ...not a single one of them would have left. If there was certain
things that were in place and there was certain relationships that were, and if there were
certain things that were just gone, you know, kind of stuff, and that there was more
freedom to be able to do what we do.
The tensions within the organization are certainly part of the growing pains in trying to correct
wrongs and give back space. However, without full commitment and understanding from all
staff, particularly staff in high positions of authority, Indigenous staff are not able to do their
work and end up feeling isolated and seek employment elsewhere. The white Christian
supremacy that inspired past injustices still manifests itself today and will continue to infect our
policies, beliefs, and practices if we continue to not be invested in the experiences of the other, in
the beliefs of another. This seemed to be the work of the Indigenous spiritual care worker within
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a FBNPO. This is work of pushback, of hitting a wall, but it also seemed at times similar to a
game of whack-a-mole. Whack-a-mole is an arcade game where one has a mallet and needs to
hit the mole that comes up from various holes on the table. As soon as the mole gets hit, it pops
up in another spot to be tackled. When efforts to change policies arise, the worker is tasked with
ensuring that the efforts are defused, they are tasked with hitting the mole. However, once one
victory is won another obstacle appears, another mole appears. This is because policies remain
unchanged not because of deep understanding and clarity or recognition of Indigenous
sovereignty, but because there is pushback on the other side, because the mole is hit but not that
the mole is actually gone. So if smudging is now acceptable it is a win, but tomorrow employees
may be tasked with defending the practice of drumming.
Referring Out
It has been said from FBNPO that they will walk with Indigenous people as far as they
can, and where their limitations are they will refer out. When differences around spiritual matters
occur, they will guide individuals to more appropriate resources to engage in traditional
practices. This of course is an ethical thing to do, one should not practice outside of their
competency level. Additionally, partnerships and collaborations can help organizations
strengthen their programming and be beneficial for all involved.
As described, one FBNPO did not have traditional practices on site, another could cite a
time when they had a program and partnered with another organization to promote both
worldviews, and another could facilitate these practices on site but with a number of limitations
and frequent pushback. These organizations are adamant that Indigenous practices are fine and
acceptable, just not in their organization or that the means to do so fully is not there. However, if
they are fine, why not there? Given the high concentration of Indigenous people utilizing their
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services, would it not make sense to have within their spiritual care departments these
supposedly acceptable practices?
FBNPO find a loophole when they refer out. No need to bring in practices they are
unsure about, no point in hiring Indigenous staff with this knowledge, and their prejudice or lack
of competency is masked in the appropriate response of referring out. It is easy to refer out. The
problem is that these organizations are referring out not due to a matter of finances, space or
other logistics, it is a matter of conviction. These convictions that are based on white Christian
supremacy. Thus, referring out in this way is not giving back space, but rather a form of racism
against Indigenous people.
Not that FBNPO should hold a monopoly on all services with this demographic. It can be
argued that Indigenous lead and run organizations have the greatest capacity to serve their
community. Certainly, if the promotion of Indigenous identity is beneficial in one's healing,
Indigenous people are able to do that best. FBNPO need to consider their privileged position in
this sector of social welfare and either reduce their mark or bring Indigenous people in. More on
this will be considered in the discussion section.
Summary
To summarize, FBNPO that were familiar with the TRC and UNDRIP were more likely
to have implemented policies or practices that were informed by these documents. Those who
felt the most freedom in their work, those who did not identify barriers to providing spiritual
care, were those who did not work in faith affiliated spaces or those who had very strong faith
stances and a uniform staff. However the two are different. In one case there is freedom for all.
This was found when staff could provide client driven and client directed care that met their
various faith beliefs. On the other hand, organizations which could not do this had freedom but at
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the same time were denying that freedom to community. They could exercise their faith beliefs
but the client was denied this opportunity if their faith practices differed. These restrictions have
the potential of discouraging service recipients as well as providers. Of course, it is unlikely that
each organization can cater to all the individual faith interests of the community they serve. In
that case, no organization had any conflict with referring out. Although, given the large
Indigenous population receiving services, one might be inclined to ensure that spiritual care
involves traditional practices and Christian ones, which would give space to the two most
prominent belief systems in these communities. What would be required within these
organizations in order to provide meaningful spiritual care to Indigenous populations
experiencing homelessness? This next section of the research focuses on FBNPO responsibilities
and solutions for moving forward.
FBNPO Responsibility and Solutions for Spiritual Care
Many participants felt that FBNPO had a responsibility as Christian organizations to be
promoting Indigenous cultural practices and spirituality into their spiritual care departments.
Some also expressed how that needs to start on an individual level.
Participant: I think one of the first things would be for organizations, the staff and
employees to do their own personal work on themselves. Because I find that it really is
about, it’s not just knowing the history itself, but it’s about feeling and being part of
recognizing… the life story of my people… you know, really work at it.
Participant: The thing I think that is most important for Christians to do today is to
reconcile that relationship. And, um, and part of that reconciliation, the biggest, one of
the biggest ways and the clearest manifestations of that is giving up space.
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Participant: I think that by doing that [giving space to traditional practices within
FBNPO], like if they welcomed that, the Indigenous teachers and the elders into their
agencies, it would take them further in the community.
Indigenous Spiritual Leader: [incorporating Indigenous spiritual practices] would be a
very important thing to do. I mean. Cause that’s been part of the issue, right?... still need
to make sure that what they [the Church] did in the past isn’t repeated in the future or
currently, and that things need to change… For heaven sakes, look at the belief system of
these people, right. And don’t damn them just because they’re different from the way that
you believe in and or might not look Christian, right. It may not look Christian, but deep
down look at it and, and so I think they do have responsibility.
It seems then that many participants felt that FBNPO working with this population had a
responsibility to understand their colonial past so that it would not surface in their present
programming. Through that understanding greater reconciliation might be pursued leading to
programming which reflects Indigenous sovereignty and support. Consequently, FBNPO might
be more inclined to listen and adhere to the needs of the community when it comes to matters of
spirituality. They might humble themselves and their own sense of superiority to listen to those
with other beliefs or cultural systems, to understand the community as experts. Rather than
imposing their own values they would work with the community and offer programming that is
reflective of their expressed needs. There would still be a great need for Christian teachings and
practices- many Indigenous people are Christian- however their programming could also open
itself up to other cultural needs. It also does not have to be either all Indigenous or all Christian
or even only Indigenous and Christian teachings. The acceptance of traditions and Indigenous
faith beliefs can extend to people from other religious groups and cultures. One participant
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explained how they often weave together multiple thoughts and faith traditions in order for their
groups to connect with people where they are at.
Participant: the teachings that I would find will have some root in the Christian faith. But
they will also be very open… I’ll often bring passages from the Bible alongside other
teachers and other... like even poets or, even like non specifically non faithed people. But
I always invite... are there other teachings from other traditions that people want to bring
forward as well?
This might be a fantastic way for service providers to deliver spiritual care to diverse groups.
This allows service recipients to dialogue with the material, to share their perspectives on it and
consider how it relates to what they believe and who they know to be Creator or God, or any
other higher power. In this way, service recipients are left to understand the connections and are
given space to reflect on the material in a new format that is more conducive to conversation and
interaction with the art form than a sermon might be. This is also a way to practice cultural safety
within organizations.
Giving participants voice in matters of spiritual care can also be very empowering for
them and informative for service providers striving to provide meaningful care to those they
serve.
Participant: We should be asking our folks who are using our services what they want,
right?... if we start there, then that helps us to define our programming, right? And so,
when we hear from our service users that they are saying they would like to engage their
Indigenous spirituality, they would like to learn more about their culture, they would like
to do some of the practices of, you know, beading, and leather working. Some of those
traditions that have… for many, they’ve, they’ve either rarely engaged or haven’t
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engaged in a long time, then um, then those become important. And so, um I think it
starts with asking those using our services and program what they, how they identify and
what they identify as being meaningful for them in their spiritual care.
Participant: there’s coming a time now when community and them, they are the ones that
hold us accountable. They are the ones that hold all, they should hold all boards. They
should hold all organizations. They should hold all churches. They should hold all faithbased, all wellness things accountable for what they’re doing and not doing and what
their policies are…. This is all about them. And so why would you not have that
conversation?
Participant: The necessity of having an Indigenous spiritual care staff onsite, is 1)
because our folks are asking for it… they want it, they need it, and if they’re asking for it,
then that makes sense that we would offer it. And then 2) because it’s also out of our own
Christian tradition, if we’re a Christian organization, which we are, then this is one of the
most important things the Christian faith should be about considering the population that
we serve.
It is unfortunate that some of the largest organizations working with Indigenous people
experiencing homelessness are run by white Settler Christians. Although they have the potential
to do much good, their privilege can also be incredibly destructive as it allows them to create
programs and policies that are unchecked or unchallenged by the dominant society they are a
part of. Therefore services are provided from a religiously ethnocentric vantage point, one where
Indigenous identity has little opportunity to be uplifted as there are few if any Indigenous people
working in these positions. This potential to cause harm is also a fear of those currently running
Indigenous lead and run services.
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Indigenous Spiritual Leader: the con has always been that they’ll [white people] take over
[laughs]. Not that that is a bad thing or a criticism, but it’s just that by nature and by
culture non-Indigenous people, especially white people, have been conditioned to do... To
work out, work out issues, to work out problems, and that there is a solution for all kinds
of things. The other con is telling Indigenous people what needs to be done. And how you
can do it better, or… how you can change. So there is that tension still.
To be sure, the Indigenous Spiritual Leader welcomed partnerships with non-Indigenous people,
but seemed cautious to the extent in which white settlers were involved as there was a concern
that by nature they might take over.
Indigenous Spiritual Leader: this is a church where Indigenous people are the ones that
have self determination. And so we make the decisions… Help us walk with us, be there
for us, sometimes stand away from us. But let us, let us do for ourselves. We don’t need
saviors anymore. We’ve had, there’s only one, we already have him. But they also… we
don’t need white saviors I should say…. Cause we do have the capacity to, you know,
run our own lives and be sovereign people… that needs to be said sometimes.
In order to mitigate some of these potential conflicts, clergy within the church bodies have had to
take a mandatory course on Indigenous history and relations with the church, where reflection
papers and other coursework are demanded of them outside of the costs of the person’s time and
money for the class. Additionally, Settlers who held higher positions in the church were vetted
through the church community first. The charity or pity from Christians has not been very
empowering for Indigenous people, there is no need for white saviours, but there is a need for
understanding of the colonialist history and relationship if one is hoping to work with Indigenous
people. Relationships and true understanding are much better vehicles for real change to occur. If
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we work with Thistle’s (2017) definition of Indigenous homelessness, Indigenous people should
have access to the things that have been historically taken. This is done best by Indigenous
people reclaiming their culture and sharing their teachings, and Christians need to step back so
that this can happen, while also partnering and bringing Indigenous people into organizations so
this can happen. This calls for a decolonization of FBNPO spiritual care programming and seeks
for these departments to address and reflect the community needs as they define them. Similarly
NPO should seek to create space for these things too if they are not already present within their
program departments. This includes the provision of traditional cultural practices and teachings
offered by Indigenous people, which then would require the employment of Indigenous people.
One participant talked about this at length, explaining how FBNPO willing to do this
work must be “accountable for not just [their] programming, but who [they] have in place to be
able to do that”. They are a “strong believer in the fact that we really need to have places, you
know, flooding with Indigenous employees that are based on, they just gotta be based on a
different criteria than really what’s in place all the time.” They go on to explain how there are
different ways to measure competency that should be looked at as people apply for positions
within organizations:
Participant: So if somebody wants to come and say, you know what, I have this ability,
you know. This is, this is how I’ve lived in my life. So as a single parent, you’ve
survived, you’ve done this, you’ve done this, you’ve done this. You know, and I think
that that’s a powerful resume in comparison to all of the other things, which, yeah, they
can be good and they can be, you know, and everything else too. But at the same time
there’s just something that’s significant in a different way. So if our visions and our
views can change to see these essential skills and how they come about in different ways
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because of culture and language, because of trauma, because of all of these different
things, you know… then I think there’s hope of some good change that could potentially
happen.
This would, of course, require that organizations start prioritizing and reevaluating different
measures of competency or success, accounting for life experiences, culture, language, and
trauma. This might help organizations to become more equitable employers while at the same
time offering community members staff who have similar lived experiences to relate to, confide
in and trust.
Conclusion
To conclude, all service providers recognized within their FBNPO that there was a
responsibility to provide services which addressed mental, emotional, physical, and spiritual
wellbeing. Many also believed that individual staff within these organizations had a
responsibility to do the internal work to understand Indigenous and Settler relations and to
consider their complicity in the historic and continued oppression of Indigenous people. Further,
FBNPO were called to give space and integrate Indigenous cultural and spiritual practices to
reflect the needs of those they serve. This was considered to be most effectively done by the
hiring of Indigenous staff. FBNPO also had a responsibility to continually seek out community
input to ensure that services were client driven and client centered. Doing so was not considered
as a way to take from Christian understandings, but rather enhanced programming through the
sharing of diverse perspectives and faiths. This sharing of space could also be done through the
use of non faithed material, or considering how certain faith understandings relate to individuals
perceptions and experiences and what they believe. These practices all help in the ultimate goal
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of providing inclusive and meaningful spiritual care programming to assist and support recovery
for Indigenous people experiencing homelessness.
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Chapter 5
Discussion
This study sought to understand service providers’ perspectives on spiritual care, and
their impact on Indigenous people experiencing homelessness. The findings of the study were
congruent with my expectations and my understanding of FBNPO. What I had seen in my
personal and professional life was identified through the interviews conducted. That is, that the
concentration of FBNPO in the downtown core area of Winnipeg struggle with providing
spiritual care that caters to traditional Indigenous spirituality despite the overrepresented and
majority Indigenous population they serve.
Although all participants understood the negative ramifications and impact that
Christianity had on Indigenous peoples in the past; many FBNPO were unable to determine how
their denying, or inability to create space for certain practices today continues to mirror the same
oppression of Indigenous people which has been seen historically. For some this was found
directly within spiritual care departments, whereas for another it was found more on an executive
level. Naturally, when Indigenous spiritual care providers had freedom to practice their faith with
community they had a positive outlook on the organization they worked for. This freedom also
allowed service providers to promote more pathways to healing for those looking to engage with
their culture and spirituality. Indigenous service providers who did not have the same support
and were limited in the nature and scope of services they could provide held feelings of
frustration and isolation in their employment areas.
Spiritual care was found to be beneficial in reconstructing identity. Spirituality had the
potential to empower individuals, to develop a sense of self-worth, purpose and meaning as
children of God, and as Indigenous people. Programming which could only support or endorse
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identity formation in a higher power while neglecting cultural aspects of identity were
considered to be limited and created barriers for individuals seeking support. Although
partnerships with Indigenous elders and community organizations were seen as important,
FBNPO were considered to have a greater responsibility to attend to the needs of those they
serve beyond continually referring out. Providing a robust and meaningful spiritual care program
then would require the employment of Indigenous people and the inclusion and integration of
Indigenous spiritual practices. Given the potential for harm that Settler Christians have in
working with Indigenous people and that Indigenous people are best positioned to deliver
cultural care, one might want to consider what role, if any, Settler Christian organizations should
have in serving this population. Although beyond the scope of this paper, the return of what was
stolen and lost may need to go beyond the inclusion of Indigenous spiritual care or referring out.
The decolonization of a structure removes that which is, and those who are, oppressive.
Indigenization must then occur to replace what has now been removed. Indigenization honors
and recognizes Indigenous sovereignty. That there are already Indigenous policies, practices, and
the capacity to do this work, and true decolonization enables for this work to happen to the
fullest (T. Martens, personal communication, July 3, 2019). This would require a radical
overhaul of FBNPO staff, policies, and even the physical building itself. As many challenges
faced by Indigenous people today were brought on by settlers, settlers must help to rectify these
harms, thereby releasing the stronghold they have in order to allow Indigenous people to govern
their own lives in a way that makes sense for them. So long as Settler Christians remain in the
majority of those employed within FBNPO I am skeptical to the degree that change can occur for
Indigenous people experiencing homelessness. This skepticism extends to other structures and
systems within society which are often governed by and given power to Settlers. As Hart
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articulates, “colonialism in the helping professions is so discreet as it hides behind its altruism
and ignorance. Yet, it is found in all aspects of the professions” (as cited in Carlson, 2016, p.
170). Understanding that our settler colonial epistemes limit our ability to provide and
understand diverse groups of people might inform a more radical decolonization and a full
removal of settlers within these spaces.
Limitations
In a similar vein, my own identity as a settler is a limitation to the study. As Carlson
(2016), a settler scholar herself articulately explains:
my own social location… limits my ability to approach this paper in a manner consistent
with the types of transformation and decolonization I suggest because many of the ways
in which I am bound to white colonial settler epistemes are outside of my own awareness.
(p. 171)
Although I can attempt to continue to do anti-colonial work, I cannot deny the impact of my
socialization as a white female and the myriad of privileges which blind me to the experiences of
others in ways that I cannot fully know. To account for this, the paper was reviewed by and
discussed with an academic committee comprised of three individuals, two of whom are
Indigenous. An Indigenous knowledge keeper was also consulted. Additionally, a personal
reflection journal was kept to encourage thoughtful consideration throughout the study on what
was occurring. That said, the study itself would undoubtedly have been stronger had the voices
of the community experiencing homelessness and other Indigenous experts had greater
opportunity to participate. Member checking with participants did occur throughout the interview
and after, by review of transcripts, in order to ensure that I had appropriately documented and
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understood what was said. Even so, I was the sole person coding and analyzing the data, whereas
having a second co-researcher would have provided greater inter-rater reliability.
There were only five participants as well as an Indigenous Spiritual Leader who shared
their knowledge on this project. Low participation is likely in part due to the current worldwide
pandemic which uprooted many people’s employment to varying degrees. Even so, there seemed
to be a good balance of opinions and organization types within the findings, although more
voices from FBNPO and non-faith affiliated organizations would have provided for a more
comprehensive understanding of the issues. Additionally, although the research recognizes
spirituality as an important pathway to healing, the study did not look at NPO which do not hold
any sort of spiritual or cultural programming. Examining the ideologies behind those decisions
might also provide new perspectives on the efficacy of providing spiritual care. Furthermore,
Indigenous people were underrepresented within the addiction treatment programs that FBNPO
had to offer. This may be another point of interest for future studies.
Due to the low participation rate and that only three FBNPO were studied, confidentiality
was harder to ensure. Although no organization or person was directly identified, some of the
content provided could lead some readers familiar with the downtown core area and the
organizations therein to the speculation of certain individual voices. One participant who spoke
very candidly about their situation was met with on a second occasion to ensure their comfort
with the inclusion of certain information which may indirectly identify them to some. This
participant was read the material and their quotes, and fully supported and approved the use of
them in this paper.
The level to which spiritual care departments were determined to be culturally aware
largely rested on whether there were Indigenous staff employed in these areas and whether
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traditional practices were conducted on site. Understanding of the TRC and UNDRIP were also
used as examples of knowledge and awareness of Indigenous issues. Although these are good
indicators of the depth of awareness one might have, they do not account for the breadth of ways
awareness can be measured and exemplified. Similarly, these factors were also used to measure
unawareness, and yet, there are a myriad of ways in which this might otherwise be determined.
Therefore, critical analysis of the interviews were made in order to discern the level of cultural
competency, sensitivity, humility, awareness, and safety that a department held. A more
thorough examination of what occurs (and does not) within each department and the beliefs that
motivate the services and policies of the organization might bring to light these nuances even
more.
Further to this point, the language and discourse used within the interviews and
organizations as a whole could also have been further analyzed or discussed within the research.
Language is important as the words people use “determine what is emphasised, given
importance, recognised, included, or silenced” (Fook, 2016, p. 87). The particular words and
expressions used (or not) by any individual is their attempt to make meaning of a certain
situation, and therefore can highlight or indicate their values and beliefs about something. For
example, some participants talked about not having reconciliatory language present in their
organizations statement of beliefs, or colonial language used in their policy making. One
participant in their interview chose to call their community members “street people”, where
others were unsure about appropriate terminology to describe Indigenous people. Some spoke
about “our Indigenous folks”, using possessive and paternalistic language, while another at one
point drew from examples that were untrue and rooted in a white-washed and supremacist
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version of history. Exploring the language and discourses further in this way may deepen our
understandings of how much growth and development is really needed in these spaces.
Given that the interviews were only semi-structured, some interviews inspired new
questions that were not asked to other participants. This created some gaps in understanding how
another participant might have addressed this same question had the conversation moved in that
direction and the same question been asked. Although a prediction could be made based on my
relationship with participants since the interviews, it was not included in the study as it could not
be confirmed. On the other hand, the semi-structured interviews allowed participants to speak
more freely about these issues and often took the conversation in interesting directions which
still enhanced the studies comprehension of the issues, even if certain aspects were only touched
on by one or a few participants.
Finally, due to the aforementioned limitations, this study cannot be generalizable to other
FBNPO, churches, or NPO in general. For example, the Indigenous Spiritual Leader provided a
vastly different theological understanding than what was seen within the FBNPO in the
downtown core area. If anything, this study reflects the diverse range of perspectives and beliefs
one can hold within the Christian faith itself and especially in consideration of Indigenous
spirituality. Although there were many similarities between the FBNPO studied and examples of
this happening in other organizations within the city, the same can be said for churches and other
groups that encourage and accept Indigenous practices. Likewise, the Indigenous participants of
the study do not and cannot reflect generally the opinions of all Indigenous people. Two of the
three participants were Cree and another Métis, and all expressed a lived experience with
Christianity either currently or in their past. Consideration of how the backgrounds and
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experiences they have with Christianity and as Cree and Métis people could be a point of interest
and distinction for future research.
Implications and Recommendations
The research was inspired by my own work within various FBNPO and the personal
relationships and conversations that I have had with Christians, as someone brought up in the
faith. In recognition of the benevolent paternalism and seemingly undetected racism within these
networks, I sought to further inquire into the beliefs that FBNPO have around Indigenous
spirituality and how these beliefs might impact Indigenous people experiencing homelessness.
Although the findings are not generalizable to all FBNPO, they do have implications for
the FBNPO working in the downtown core of Winnipeg, Manitoba. Furthermore, this study calls
all FBNPO wherever they are to consider their ideologies and how they function to perpetuate
the oppression of Indigenous people. Anti-colonialism and anti-racist work is ongoing work, and
a lifelong pursuit that settlers must dedicate themselves to both in their personal and professional
lives. Those who work closely with Indigenous and other diverse groups need to be especially
cautious should they run the risk of bringing more harm than good to a community they profess
to serve.
Based on the findings of this study, five action items are provided to help guide FBNPO
in their efforts to provide meaningful spiritual care to Indigenous populations experiencing
homelessness:
1. FBNPO are called to reflect on their work in Christ, knowing that some of the most
important work for Christians in our current Canadian climate is to give back space and
reconcile relationships between themselves and Indigenous peoples.
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2. FBNPO need to educate themselves both on the TRC and UNDRIP, adhering to the calls
to action therein and the principles outlined by the United Nations.
3. FBNPO are also called to ensure that their spiritual care staff reasonably and
proportionately reflect the demographic in which they serve, specifically in regards to
race, ethnicity, religion, and spirituality. This will promote culturally appropriate support
to service recipients as well as staff. FBNPO are also asked to extend these directives
beyond spiritual care to the rest of their departments organization-wide.
4. FBNPO are called to promote Indigenous sovereignty. This includes the integration of
Indigenous teachings, practices, and spirituality into programming.
5. FBNPO are called to work in consultation with Indigenous service users and providers on
matters directly related to them, and in the design and implementation of all policies and
procedures.
Conclusion
These calls do not deviate from the spirit of the calls already outlined by the TRC and
UNDRIP. Essentially the research could have one call which would be to implement these
documents to the fullest. Evidently, FBNPO have been either unconcerned, unaware, or
uninterested in implementing these action items completely, or even partially. This has created
barriers for service providers wanting to do this work and for service recipients looking for
pathways to exit homelessness and healing. It is my hope that this research provides further
insight into how Settler Christian privilege undermines the work that FBNPO have set out to do.
Furthermore, I hope that it helps to shape a new roadmap for more equitable spiritual care
departments and organizations at large to bring Settler and Indigenous people closer in
relationship, to truth, and to a place that they can call and feel at home.
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Appendix
Key Terms
Aboriginal: Used in many government documents to describe First Nations, Métis, or Inuit
peoples or groups. However, the term is gradually being replaced with Indigenous to
acknowledge and signify the sovereignty and rights that belong to these groups.
Indigenous: This term gives homage to and expresses that those who are First Nations, Métis, or
Inuit were first on the land. It also serves as an umbrella term to reference any group or
individual with membership to these ancestries.
Settler: refers to “non-indigenous peoples, communities, states, and governments” (Lowman &
Barker, 2015, p. 2).
Turtle Island: When used in this paper, Turtle Island refers to the country of Canada, as it was
traditionally called by Indigenous peoples.
Colonization/ Colonialism: Colonization is the “settlement of territory, the exploitation or
development of its resources and the attempt to govern the Indigenous peoples of the occupied
lands” (Hart, 2009a, p. 26). Colonialism is “driven by a worldview and processes that embrace
dominion, self-righteousness and greed, and affects all levels of Indigenous peoples’ lives”
(Hart, 2009a, p. 27).
NPO: For the purposes of this study, NPO is an acronym used to describe Non-Profit
Organizations.
FBNPO: For the purposes of this study, FBNPO is an acronym used to describe Christian faithbased non-profit organizations.
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Appendix A: Interview Guide
After the consent form has been completed the interview questions will be asked.
Talking Prompts:
● What is your role at your organization?
● Is your organization faith affiliated?
○ What are their faith beliefs?
● Who does your organization serve?
○ Demographic + clientele
○ What demographic do you see primarily utilizing your spiritual care services?
● Does your organization provide spiritual programming? What is its relevance in your
organization?
○ Does spiritual programming fit in with the overall goal to end homelessness? How
so?
● How does your spiritual programming reflect your organization's faith affiliation?
● How familiar are you with Indigenous faith practices and spirituality?
● How do you think organizations can provide meaningful spiritual care opportunities for
Indigenous populations?
● What does cultural competency or cultural sensitivity mean to your organization?
○ Is there any evidence of this where you work?
● What happens if someone has different faith practices or beliefs?
● What are the barriers to providing spiritual care at your organization?
○ Are there any policies that would make it difficult for someone to engage in
personally meaningful spiritual practices?
○ What personal barriers might one face in accessing your spiritual care services?
● What is your understanding of the Truth and Reconciliation Committee, or the United
Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous People?
○ How does your spiritual care programming contribute to or reflect the calls to
action as outlined by the TRC or UNDRIP?
● Final comments?
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Appendix B: Basic Personal Information
Study: Providing Meaningful Spiritual Care Opportunities for Indigenous Populations
Experiencing Homelessness
Researcher: Kara Von Riesen [telephone and email redacted]
Research Advisor: Dr. Cathy Rocke, [emails redacted]
Master of Social Work- Indigenous Practice
University of Manitoba, Fort Gary Campus
Your information on this form will remain completely confidential. It will be used to show
similarities and differences in the group under study. You are not obligated to answer any
questions if you feel uncomfortable doing so.
Participant Name: _____________________________________
Birthdate: ___________________________________________
Sex:
૾Male ૾Female ૾Transgender ૾Transsexual
Ethnicity:
૾White ૾Indigenous (First Nation, Métis, Inuit) ૾Black or African American ૾Asian
૾Other:___________________________
Where do you work?
__________________________________
What is your role at this organization?
_____________________________________________________________________________
Is your organization faith affiliated? If so, please list the faith affiliation.
_____________________________________________________________________________
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Appendix C: Permission to Research Template
Researcher: Kara Froese (Principal Investigator)
Research Advisor: Dr. Cathy Rocke, [emails redacted]
Master of Social Work – Indigenous Practice
University of Manitoba, Fort Gary Campus
[telephone redacted]
[email redacted]
[Organization Name]
[Director of Programs Name]
[Address]
[Telephone]
[Email]
Hello ____ ,
My name is Kara Froese and I am currently working on my thesis for the completion of my
Masters program in Social Work with the University of Manitoba. I am also the supervisor for
the Exit Up program run by Siloam Mission.
My thesis work focuses on providing meaningful spiritual care programming for Indigenous
populations experiencing homelessness. It is a research project which hopes to dialogue with
individuals who provide services at your organization, and surrounding non-profit organizations
(NPO). The purpose of the research is to identify community needs within NPO from the
perspective of NPO service providers on spiritual programming for those experiencing
homelessness and who are of Indigenous descent.
The guiding research question is: “How can NPO serving Indigenous Peoples experiencing
homelessness assist in providing meaningful spiritual care programming/opportunities for their
community?”. The main objectives are to explore the ways in which NPO respond in their
delivery of spiritual services to the community and how this impacts Indigenous people utilizing
their services.
Data will be collected through an over the phone or video-conferencing interview, about one
hour in length. Anything said in the interview will remain completely confidential, and the final
report will be stripped from any directly identifying information, either personal or
organizational. The research is an opportunity for local NPO to come together to discuss their
thoughts and perspectives on how to help those we serve.
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This study could help provide further insight into the development of your spiritual care
department, and has been approved by the University of Manitoba’s Research Ethics Board. It
would be my hope that you would partner with me and allow permission for the recruitment of
your spiritual care staff, or other appropriate staff members to take place.
Your consideration in this matter is appreciated. Please feel free to contact me should you have
any additional questions or concerns. I look forward to hearing from you soon.
Sincerely,
Kara Froese
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Appendix D: Email to Management
Hello [Director of Services Name],
My name is Kara Froese and I am currently working on my thesis for the completion of my
Masters program in Social Work with the University of Manitoba. I am also the supervisor for
the Exit Up program run by Siloam Mission.
Your organization has kindly agreed to allow the recruitment of spiritual care staff to my study.
The research has also been approved by the University of Manitoba’s Research Ethics Board.
This email is to inform you of the research being conducted and to ask for your participation.
My thesis work focuses on providing meaningful spiritual care programming for Indigenous
populations experiencing homelessness. It is a research project which hopes to dialogue with
individuals who provide services at your organization, and surrounding non-profit organizations
(NPO). The purpose of the research is to identify community needs within NPO spiritual
programming from service providers perspectives for those experiencing homelessness and who
are of Indigenous descent.
The guiding research question is: “How can NPO serving Indigenous Peoples experiencing
homelessness assist in providing meaningful spiritual care programming/opportunities for their
community?”. The main objectives are to explore the ways in which NPO respond in their
delivery of spiritual services to the community and how this impacts Indigenous people utilizing
their services.
Data will be collected through an over the phone or video-conferencing interview, about one
hour in length. All data gathered will be completely confidential and the final report will be
stripped from any directly identifying information, either personal or organizational. The
research is an opportunity for local NPO to come together to discuss their thoughts and
perspectives on how to help those we serve.
If you, or any staff from your department, are interested in participating in this study, please have
them contact me for an interview. If you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to
contact me. Your help is appreciated, and I look forward to hearing from you soon. Sincerely,
Researcher: Kara Von Riesen, RBSW,
Master of Social Work- Indigenous Practice
University of Manitoba, Fort Gary Campus
[telephone redacted]
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[email redacted]
Research Advisor: Dr. Cathy Rocke, [emails redacted]
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Appendix E: Informed Consent Form

Faculty of Social Work

521 Tier Building
Winnipeg, Manitoba
Canada R3T 2N2
Telephone (204) 474-7050
Fax (204) 474-7594
Social_Work@umanitoba.ca

Informed Consent Form
Research Project Title:
Providing Meaningful Spiritual Care Opportunities for Indigenous Populations Experiencing
Homelessness
Principal Investigator and contact information:
Kara Von Riesen, [email and phone number redacted]
Research Supervisor and contact information:
Cathy Rocke, [emails redacted]
This consent form, a copy of which will be left with you for your records and reference, is
only part of the process of informed consent. It should give you the basic idea of what the
research is about and what your participation will involve. If you would like more detail
about something mentioned here, or information not included here, you should feel free to
ask. Please take the time to read this carefully and to understand any accompanying
information.
1. Purpose of the research:
The purpose of the research is to identify community needs within non-profit organizations from
the perspective of service providers on spiritual programming for those experiencing
homelessness and who are of Indigenous descent.
2. What to Expect:
You will be expected to commit yourself to one interview, about one hour in length. The
interview can be conducted over the phone or through video-conferencing. Anything that is said
in the interview will remain confidential.
You will be able to receive a copy of the research once complete in a way that suits you best.
3. Recording Devices to be Used:
The interviews will be recorded using an audio recording device.
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4. Benefits of Research and to the Participant:
Being a part of this research allows you to contribute to a study that works to benefit and
improve services which you are a part of. The research creates another opportunity for you to
reflect on service delivery. The report will provide insight and analysis into other non profit
organizational practices which may assist in enhancing your own programming.
5. Potential Risks to the Participant:
Potential risk upon participating in this research study is minimal, however, may include the
triggering of unresolved grief and related emotional difficulties. Should this occur, the researcher
is a trained mental health professional who can address any immediate concerns. Participants are
also advised to contact their primary counselor or to contact Klinic Crisis Line (24/7) at
204,786,8686. A list of crisis lines, counselling, and mental health resources will also be made
available to you.
6. Anonymity/Confidentiality:
Your participation in the study is confidential. Permission to interview you has been granted by
your organization, however what you specifically say will not be disclosed to them in any
identifying way.
All electronic information will be stored on a password protected computer.
All personal information collected, audio recordings and transcriptions will be stored in a locked
filing cabinet. Consent forms will also be stored in a locked filing cabinet. What is said within
the interview may be quoted in the report. Information collected and used in the report will
follow confidentiality guidelines and will not be directly identifying. Those who are a part of the
research will be able to have access to copies of their transcripts and will have a chance to clarify
or remove anything they contributed in the interview.
If intent to harm or child abuse is disclosed, the researcher will have to follow through with their
professional standards of practice to ensure the safety and wellbeing of all are ensured.
7. Compensation:
As the research is solely funded and the nature of the interviews being offered over the phone,
compensation for the interview cannot be granted. However, your participation is greatly
appreciated. An offering of tobacco will be provided to Indigenous participants at the nearest
appropriate time.
8. Participant Withdrawal:
All participation in this research study is completely voluntary. You are free to pass on any
questions during the interview and will not be negatively impacted by doing so. You will have a
chance to go over the transcript from the interview and correct, change, or delete anything that
you said. Once the transcription has been sent to you, you’ll have 10 days to make any final
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adjustments or withdraw your voice from the study. After that point, the information will be
written into the final report and will not be able to be taken back.
9. Debriefing:
The researcher will ensure an opportunity to debrief at the end of the interview, as needed, in
order to maintain the participants mental/emotional wellbeing. A list of community resources
will be provided if individuals are seeking further help.
10. Publishing Findings:
The research will be submitted to the University of Manitoba as part of the researchers
requirement to complete their degree. Beyond that, the researcher will provide the non profit
organizations a synopsis of the research and access to the full report will also be made available.
Once complete, participants will be able to have access to the findings and possession of the full
report. This can be provided to the participants through their mechanism of choice, whether they
would like to meet in person, acquire a hard copy, an electronic copy through email, or a
telephone conversation.
11. Summary of Results:
Depending on the participant’s choice of mechanism (email, mail, telephone), the participant will
be provided with a summary of findings from the research study. This will occur within two
months of the studies completion.
12. Destruction of Data Collection:
Any confidential information collected from participants will be destroyed through confidential
shredding approximately one year after the study is complete by a private and confidential
shredding company.
Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your satisfaction the
information regarding participation in the research project and agree to participate as a
subject. In no way does this waive your legal rights nor release the researchers, sponsors,
or involved institutions from their legal and professional responsibilities. You are free to
withdraw from the study at any time, and /or refrain from answering any questions you
prefer to omit, without prejudice or consequence. Your continued participation should be
as informed as your initial consent, so you should feel free to ask for clarification or new
information throughout your participation.
The University of Manitoba may look at your research records to see that the research is
being done in a safe and proper way.
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This research has been approved by the Psychology/Sociology Research Ethics Board. If
you have any concerns or complaints about this project you may contact any of the abovenamed persons or the Human Ethics Coordinator at 204-474-7122 or
humanethics@umanitoba.ca. A copy of this consent form has been given to you to keep for
your records and reference.
Participant’s Signature_________________________________
Date____________________________
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Appendix F: Resource List
Study: Providing Meaningful Spiritual Care Opportunities for Indigenous Populations
Researcher: Kara Froese, 204-956-4344 ext.2115, umfroe79@myumanitoba.ca
Research Advisor: Dr. Cathy Rocke, cathy.rocke@umanitoba.ca, cathy.rocke@uregina.ca
Master of Social Work- Indigenous Practice
University of Manitoba, Fort Gary Campus
Crisis Lines
Klinic Crisis Line
204-786-8686 or 1-888-322-3019
TTY 204-784-4097
Manitoba Suicide Line "Reason to Live"
1-877-435-7170 (1-877-HELP170)
Manitoba Farm, Rural & Northern Support Services
supportline.ca - online counselling
1-866-367-3276 (hours Mon-Fri 10 am to 9 pm)
First Nations and Inuit Hope for Wellness Help Line
1-855-242-3310
Counselling available in English and French - upon request, in Cree, Ojibway, and Inuktut
Non-Crisis Mental Health Supports
WRHA Community Mental Health Services
Intake line - (204) 788-8330
Other Counselling Supports
Klinic Community Health
870 Portage Avenue Winnipeg
Community Drop-In Counselling hours
Monday, Friday, Saturday Noon-4PM
Tuesday and Thursday Noon-7PM
Aboriginal Health and Wellness/Clinic
215-181 Higgins Avenue
Telephone: 204-925-3700
Email: reception@ahwc.ca
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Appendix G: Research Ethics Board Approval
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Appendix H: Research Ethics Board Amendment Approval

